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DOWN the long mahogany table

Secretary Winters glanced, tak-

ing in the serious faces of the

five men who had been hastily sum-
moned to meet the President in secret

conference. His own long, bony face,

with its blue clean-shaven jaw and bushy
black eyebrows, usually forbidding
enough, was to-day sufficiently overcast
to satisfy his bitterest enemy.
“Gloomy Winters,” as his fellow

cabinet members called the dour sec-

retary of foreign affairs behind his

back, was cordially liked by his associ-

ates, and as cordially hated by his

foreign competitors, for his glum, un-
compromising caution. No glib diplomat
ever wormed more than a grudging
“Fine day” out of the taciturn secretary
of foreign affairs.

“We’re all here,” he rasped, as if he
hated to admit even that much.
A look of mild surprise passed over

the faces of the other men. The sandy-
haired man with the pink cheeks and
mutton-chop side whiskers at the foot

of the long table spoke up:
“The President not coming?”
“No,” Winters growled.
“Why not?” the other persisted.

“Doesn’t want to.”

The inquisitive one—Archibald Red-
ding—secretary of commerce—subsided.

Nothing was to be got out of Gloomy.
Winters on such a day as this. The lean

man at Winters’ left, whose white sum-
mer uniform and gold braid proclaimed
the admiral, turned courteously to Red-
ding.

“The President decided he needed a

swim in the new pool,” Admiral West
explained. “Shouldn’t mind a dip my-
self instead of sitting here stewing.”

General Green looked up sharply at

the suave admiral, but said nothing. As
chief of staff of the army he frequently

had to discipline himself to avoid speak-

ing out his envy of the navy which was
now getting all the appropriations and
most of the publicity. The admiral’s

playful tone irritated the precise general

intensely. The tight collar of his uni-

form suddenly grew tighter, but he held

his tongue. His turn would come pres-

ently, when they got down to business.

Then he could make the facetious

admiral long for a cake of ice to sit on.

It remained for the meek little civilian

with the shining bald head and the thick

rimless glasses to pursue the inquiry.

“But I understood the President was
to be here,” he objected mildly. “Other-
wise I shouldn’t have come. There’s

plenty to keep me busy at the bureau,”

he added significantly.

Senator Atkinson, fairy godmother of

the air defense, nodded his bushy white

head. “Plenty!” he agreed. His blue

eyes snapped, and his parrot beak of a

nose seemed to grow sharper. “And
you fellows had better do it in a hurry,

Dr. Lawton, if you don’t want to be

blown out of your beds some moonless
night. They’ve got our number, and
you can’t guess theirs.”

While Gloomy Winters listened in

abstracted boredom, Lawton, chief of

the bureau of standards, began a flutter-

ing defense of his own fruitless efforts

and those of his baffled colleagues to tell

the army and the navy what they most
urgently wanted to know. Senator
Atkinson sat grinning like a sardonic

eagle while the agitated scientist talked

himself out.

“It isn’t fair,” Lawton concluded

somewhat lamely.

“What isn’t fair?” Admiral West
asked sympathetically.

“All you fellows jumping on the

bureau when you can’t
”

“What?” the admiral challenged when
Lawton stopped abruptly.

“I’ll answer for him,” General Green
snapped, glaring at West. “Until we
stop falling down on our own jobs we
have no call to criticize Dr. Lawton.”

Admiral West nodded. “I agree.”

He smiled.
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“What ?” Senator Atkinson ejaculated
in shocked surprise. “The navy agrees
with the army ? Come, come, gentlemen,
this will never do. Where’s your fight-

ing spirit?’’ He turned to Lawton.
“The trouble with all you fellows”

—

he included Green and West in a gesture—“is that you know nothing of politics.

You particularly, Dr. Lawton. All you
know, doctor, is science. So you get
sore when somebody gives your own
pet sacred cow an impersonal kick.

“Now take Redding, here,” he con-
tinued, indicating the sandy-haired
secretary of commerce. “He knows
nothing of gadgets, but he does know a
whale of a lot about human nature. The
seamy side, too. That’s why he’s here.

And that’s why I’m here, too, if you
want to know. Not because I’m sup-
posed to know all about airplanes. I

don’t. I couldn't tell a propeller from a
fuselage.

“But what I don’t know about our
friends with the finest air force in the

world isn’t worth knowing. Would I

trust them with a nickel of mine? Have
I bought any of their bonds? Not I.

You might—I couldn’t say. For all I

know you may be one of these scientific

fellows who thinks the world is just one
great big happy family. That’s how it

is in scientific research, I’m told

—

Germans, French, English, Americans,
Russians, Swedes, Japanese, Chinese,

Hindus, and all the rest, boosting one
another along and not caring a whoop
who gets there first.

“But this is a political conference

—

primarily—Dr. Lawton. Your science,

Admiral West’s battleships, General
Green’s tanks, and my own planes, are

all just so much stage scenery. If we
can find out what it is that our friends

are really up to, we probably shan’t need
the tanks or the battleships. Get it ?”

Lawton nodded doubtfully, somewhat
dazed by the senator’s emphatic speech.

Gloomy Winters expressed an acid

approval.

“And that, gentlemen, is why the

President has gone swimming.”
“Ah !” the admiral exclaimed, his face

lighting up. “With the extremely dis-

tinguished foreign visitor who arrived

yesterday?”

Even Winters smiled. “Those people”

—he was alluding to the distinguished

visitor’s great nation—“are as hard to

keep out of the water as fish. Shall

we begin? Admiral West, what have

you got?”
The admiral opened his bulky brief

case and selected a sheaf of light-blue

papers.

“These are the final analyses,” he
began, “of the maneuvers on both coasts

—Atlantic and Pacific. I had better

read them in full.”

WHILE the admiral proceeded in a

colorless tone to reel off impersonal

statistics concerning imaginary losses of

the defending “Blue” fleets and the

attacking “Black,” the others followed

with the closest attention. Even the

civilian scientist Lawton got the humili-

ating truth behind the welter of confus-

ing technicalities—the “Blues” had come
off a bad second best.

Senator Atkinson summed up the re-

port in a word. “Smeared,” he grunted

disgustedly.

Gloomy Winters nodded to General

Green. “You’re next.”

The general had recovered his pro-

fessional courtesy. Only in recapitu-

lating did he allow himself the luxury of

a dig at the navy.

“Of course,” he explained, “the army
could do nothing after the navy let that

horde of high-speed bombers through.”

“Why not build swifter attack and
pursuit planes?” Lawton suggested

timidly. “We can, you know.”
Gloomy Winters favored the hopeful

scientist with a sour glance. “Tell him,

Green.”
General Green searched his portfolio

for the simple, conclusive answer.
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Finding what he wanted on two sheets

of pale-green foolscap, he proceeded to

rap out the short sentences like a ma-
chine gun. London, it appeared, had
been unable to bring down a single plane

of the “attacking” swarm in its last

“demonstration”—staged to strengthen

public confidence in the adequacy of the

Royal Air Force as a weapon of defense

against Continental invasion.

The “enemy,” only slightly aided by
a thinnish, unpredicted fog, had eluded

the defenders, dumped his bombs, and
returned to his “base” without the loss

of a plane. London, theoretically, was
in ruins under a blanket of gas.

Having finished with the British dis-

aster, General Green went on to the

French. It might have been compiled
from the British by simply substituting

“Paris” for “London,” except that the

French attacking force had no fog or

mist as an ally.

“The French and British experts

agree,” the general concluded, “that

attack and pursuit planes of twice the

highest speed attainable at present could
not have kept the enemy off. Can we
build planes three, four, or five times as

speedy as those we have?”

“No,” Lawton admitted.

Secretary Redding spoke up: “All
this publicity about the new antiaircraft

guns is just publicity?”

“Call it lies,” Senator Atkinson sug-

gested softly.

“But why ” Lawton began, to be

cut short by Gloomy Winters:
“Do you want our forces to die of

fright in their beds before the fighting

begins?”

Lawton had nothing to say.

General Green added a footnote to

Redding’s remark on publicity : “Speak-
ing of publicity—to use Redding’s word
—the gas propaganda is part and parcel

of the same stuff. We’ve got the civilian

population pretty well trained now to

believe that gas can do no real harm to

a city, its inhabitants, or its defenders in

the field. More publicity.

“Admiral West will agree, I think,

that gas is now one of the major weap-
ons in attack. Personally, I believe the

public should know this, instead of being

misled to believe that high explosives

and machine guns are the only weapons
capable of doing much damage. How-
ever, I’m overruled.”

Senator Atkinson nodded. “Rightly,

general. We’ve simply got to make them
think that gas is easier to face and less

fatal than machine-gun bullets or shell

splinters. Quite pleasant, in fact,” he

added with a sardonic smile. “Other-

wise ” He shrugged his shoulders,

leaving the unexpressed alternative to

the imaginations of his collaborators.

“But you experts”—he indicated West
and Green—“know a fact or two we’re

not telling the public. It is our job to

face the facts. The new gases, includ-

ing some of our own, are no harmless

perfumes for a lady’s boudoir. Some of

them are one-hundred-per-cent effective.

And as for our air defense, it isn’t

worth a damn at present and is not

likely to be within our lifetime. The
attack, in an extensive air raid, has it

all its own way. We have nothing to

stop them. Is that so?”

Green and West nodded.

“Not if our own maneuvers mean
anything,” West agreed. “And I sup-

pose we can rely on the reports of our

observers in London and Paris,”

“Say spies/’ the senator suggested

bluntly. “You might as well. We don’t

have to keep up appearances. This is

no publicity test for the army and the

navy. Well. Winters, what’s next?”

Winters nodded to Redding. “Your
report, please.”

The secretary of commerce read

steadily through the summarized masses

of statistics covering the twelve months’

period just closed, compiled in his own
department and in the affiliated depart-

ment of agriculture.
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On its face, Redding’s report was as

favorable as the greediest glutton for

prosperity could have wished. Since the

lean year following the Great Drought,
the farmers, packers, canners, and ex-
porters, in all lines of foodstuffs, had
rapidly recovered, until now all business,

from agriculture and packing to sacks
and tin cans, was so furiously prosperous
that the overworked and highly paid
laborers could barely keep up with their

jobs. The business man’s dream had
come true—demand was fast overtaking
supply, and the insatiable consumers
across the water were cheerfully meeting
the steeply rising prices with greater and
more insistent demands. It was a report

to make a secretary of commerce rub his

hands in glee.

But Redding was not rubbing his

palms together under the table as he
read. Nor did General Green and Ad-
miral West seem particularly pleased by
the secretary’s astonishing recital of

peace and unbounded prosperity at last.

In closing, Redding briefly recapitu-

lated the main steps in what the press

was always jubilantly calling the Great
Recovery. According to the newspaper
economists, the dream of the sanguine
1920’s had at last come true; the busi-

ness cycle was abolished and depressions

were a nightmare of the past. Pros-
perity had come to stay. There would
never be another crash so long as the

nation was a nation.

The Great Recovery had come tread-

ing on the heels of the Great Drought,
crowding it out' of the picture almost
overnight. The incalculable tonnage of

fertile soil that had been stripped from
vast tracts in the great corn and wheat
belts, to be blown far out over the

Atlantic Ocean during the Drought,
would never be missed. Science had
come to the rescue.

The infertile subsoil exposed by the

winds had been lifted into fertility by
a thin- -almost negligible—sifting of a
strange, new synthetic “dust,” as fine as

lycopodium powder, from hundreds of
airplanes pressed into service from the

commercial companies or lent by the

army and navy for the duration of the

emergency—the emergency being star-

vation, or at best very short rations in-

deed, facing the entire population.

GOVERNMENT experts had at first

been skeptical when approached by
agents from an officiously friendly

power. These diplomatic go-betweens
divulged their purpose with the greatest

frankness. Their own country, they

declared, was facing bankruptcy. There
was no disputing this; it was notorious

the world over. To stave off bank-

ruptcy and the revolution which must
follow inevitably, their own government
now sought a reciprocal trade agreement.

This, Secretary Redding emphasized,

was the crux of the matter, and Gloomy
Winters nodded. In the secretary’s

opinion, the trade treaty should never

have been signed.

Senator Atkinson dissented, quite

violently. “What the devil would you
have done?” he demanded. “Let our

people starve?”

Redding ignored the question. Glanc-

ing now and then at the mild and some-
what bewildered Lawton, whom he

seemed to be subtly accusing of incompe-

tence in his scientific work, the business-

like secretary of commerce continued

:

“This, gentlemen, is what we actually

did. It is too late now to undo any of

it. When their agents finally convinced

the soil experts at the department of

agriculture that the new, secret foreign

fertilizers were as phenomenally power-
ful as was claimed, we signed the treaty.

Our experts reported that an invisible

dust filmed over the surface of anything

less barren than granite converted the

stubborn, dead, and useless soil into a

black muck richer than the richest loam.

How or why this should be so they were
unable to discover, and Dr. Lawton’s
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bureau has so far been no more success-

ful.”

Lawton murmured something, but
Redding paid no attention. The time
fer excuses had long since gone by.

“Their next step,” Redding continued,
“was to lend us a full corps—I use the

word intentionally—of their own ex-
perts to ‘dust’ our soil. And while they
were about it, they did a thorough job.

Our experiments at the department of

agriculture had proved conclusively, to

the satisfaction of every one concerned,
that a ‘dusting’ of already fertile soil

would treble or quadruple its produc-
tivity.

“Even the California oranges and the

Florida grapefruit were not neglected.

You know the result. The following
year crops of all kinds broke all records.

Our own consumers could not have dis-

posed of a third of the stuff. The suc-

ceeding year it was still better—or
worse. It depends on how you look at

it. And you have heard rumors at least

of what happened in Russia and Canada.
I can now state that the rumors are

facts. Wherever the dust was tried, the

story was the same as ours. What will

happen to world markets if all our com-
petitors go in for dusting on the scale

we do, I try not to anticipate.”

“But surely,” Lawton interrupted, “it

would be all to the good ? Why shouldn’t

every country raise all it wants and let

foreign trade go hang? With this new
dust we could raise all we need for our-

selves off a twentieth of the land now
under cultivation.”

“That’s what you think,” Senator

Atkinson cut in acidly. “All a great big

happy family, eh? What about the raw
materials we haven’t got ourselves, and
which industry must have to keep going?

Our friends are going to give them
away, I suppose? No; we’ve got to

have stuff to export; and all this corn

and wheat, beef and pork, that we can’t

eat ourselves, is just what they haven’t

got in sufficient quantity to feed a tenth

of their people properly where we get

the stuff we must have. Do you begin

to see what Redding is getting at?

When Canada and Russia begin dusting

wholesale, as we have done, where shall

we be? See it, doctor?”
Lawton nodded. “I’m not as dense

as all that. Cutthroat competition for

foreign markets again is what you mean,
I suppose. And on top of that,” he

added, with a defiant glance at Green
and West, “the usual wars to capture

the markets. We’re a sensible lot, I

must say.”

“We are human beings,” Gloomy
Winters stated with a show of great

precision. “That’s the exact, scientific

statement, Dr. Lawton. Let it go at

that. Well, Redding? What has com-
merce got to say about it all?”

“Only this,” the secretary replied

:

“According to the terms of our treaty

with them, we send them all our surplus

in return for enough dust to keep our

land at maximum productivity, and they

pay us the balance—already huge—in

bonds to be redeemed by their govern-

ment in the text ten to eighty years.

They now owe us billions. How many
I shall not say, or some of you might

walk right out of here and dump your

holdings. That would be bad for public

confidence. Who has bought those

bonds? In the last analysis the pro-

ducers who have parted with their

enormous surpluses. And will they ever

collect? Not if my name is Archibald

Redding. Our own people will be left

holding the sack.”

“But I don’t see ” Lawton began,

when Atkinson cut him short

“You wouldn’t. You have altogether

too much faith in human nature, doctor.

When our treaty with them expires

—

it has five years to go, hasn’t it, Winters?

—when it expires, I say, we shall see a

sudden rise in the price of dust. I

shouldn’t be surprised to see it go to ten

thousand dollars an ounce. Your men
tell us an application of the dust is good
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only for one real crop. According to

what they think they have discovered,

three years at the most will see the last

of any beneficial effect a single applica-

tion may have. Figure it out for

yourself.”

‘‘That is what I have been trying to

do,” Redding remarked quietly. “So far

as I can see, the problem has no answer.
But even at that it is easier than the

other.”

“What’s that?” Winters demanded
sharply.

BEFORE replying, Redding paid his

respects to the army and navy by a
couple of curt nods to Green and West.
“Perhaps some one can tell me,” he
drawled, “what the devil our friends

across the way are going to do with all

that food we have given them in ex-
change for their dust and their bonds?
They have enough canned meat and
cereals alone piled up now to gorge
their entire population with the best on
the market for a solid ten years. I’d

like to have your suggestions.”

Winters laughed shortly. “Anything
else you’d like?”

Lawton fidgeted uneasily for a mo-
ment and then came out with his own
stammering solution.

“It sounds fantastic, I know,” he
apologized, “but it makes sense. When
the treaty runs out, and our land slips

back to where it was just after the

Drought, they will sell us back our stuff

at their own price and redeem their

bonds that way.”
“Sure?” the senator quizzed. “I

should think they’d more likely send it

all back as a donation to the Salvation
Army to hand out to our bread lines.

By the way, doctor, you scientific fellows

don’t believe in perpetual motion any
longer, do you?”
Lawton ignored the gibe. “I said my

theory is reasonable and I meant it.

What will they make out of the deal?

Is that what’s worrying you? Why,

they will have kept their people fed and
prosperous till all danger of a revolution

has blown over. They will be over their

hump.”
“I wish I could get over mine,”

Gloomy Winters remarked. “West,
what do you say?”
“I’m in the same boat as Redding,”

the admiral admitted. “Pulling a dif-

ferent oar, if you like, but still in the

same boat. Our latest brilliant failure

to keep ‘enemy’ planes from blowing our
battleships to hell, and our coast cities

after them, is only one of half a dozen
in the past two years, pver since they

began selling us that infernal dust of

theirs, it has been one damned war
scare after another.

“Last month I thought we were in it

surely this time. We were ready—as

ready as we could be. The fleet was
concentrated—playing the ‘war game’
officially—just where it would come in

handiest in case of trouble. Their fleet,

also officially just exercising, was like-

wise in position. A position, I need
scarcely recall, that made us rather

jumpy.
“Luckily the press played ball, and

the civilians slept as usual. And, as

General Green knows, their army was
going through the most extensive peace-

time maneuvers in the history of their

nation. Then it all blew over, just as

it has done ever since they began selling

us their damned dust.

“Their fleet dispersed and their huge
army went back to the fields and the

factories. But the President—all of us

—were expecting war within six hours
at exactly this time thirty days ago. If

they’re trying to keep us jittery and up
on our toes they win. What about it,

Green?”
“They win,” the general agreed.

“They’ve got some new sort of alloy

or plate metal on their land cruisers

—

they are all of that, huge brutes with
eight six-inch guns apiece that can
ramble over rough country at eighty
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miles an hour-that our shells couldn't 
C\!'en dent, How about it, Lawton?" 

Lawton nodded. "It's new." 
"One of your spies shlpped the 

sample out, didn't he?" Atkinson in
quired lazily. 

"The best observer we have," Green 
replied a trifle stiffly. "He also reported 
on their field tests. That.'s how I know 
our shells couldn't scratch one of their 
tanks." 

"Has it occurred to you, general," 
Atki_nson inquitt:d, "that our slick 
friends arranged all that just for your 
'observer' to sec? 'Why, I shouldn't be 
surprised to hear some day that they 
slip�d the sample Lawton has been 
fooling with for a y�r into your 
observer's podict." 

'.'Yo� don't know what you are talk
ing about," Gi:�n · retorted angrily, 
"Our man is one of the shrewdest ob
servers in the world. Any one who 
knows his record admits_ that. Appar
ently you never even heard of him."_ 

"Easy, general! I was just fet:Iing 
out my theory." 

"Let's have it, then," \Vinters 
snapped .. "I need a drink." 

figure at all. - You will never get within 
a thousand miles--or a hundred years
of the war. You will be out of it before 
it starts. In fact you are out of it now. 
Because-take jt from me-the war has 
started already. , 

"I'm willing to bet my last dollar the 
war began the day they sold us the first 
ounce of that damned dust of theirs. · 
How they are fighting, or where we shall 
be when it's all over, I haven't any idea. 
But I feel it in my bones that the war 
is on. And Lawton, here, with all his 
highly trained and expensive scientists, 
can't tell us a single blessed thing about 
what's going on;'' 

Before West �or Grttn could reply, 
Gloomy Winters cut in. 

"Senator Atkinson is right," he de
clared with gloomy emphasis as usual 
for him. ·"I've felt the same way for 
months myself. Well, ·unless the Presi
dent has better luck in his new pool 
than we seem to be having here, we shall 
be cleaned out. I can almost sec the 
dCbacle coming." He tumcd in con
siderable irritation on the inoffensive 
Lawton. "\Vhat's science good for, 
anyway, if it can't help us out of a mess 

ATKINSON'S theory made little like this?" 
impr55ion on the army and navy. "It's Lawton gasped. Th�n he had an 
simply this," he said: "If war comes, inspiration. He saw the simple, obvious 
it win Start without a declaratiori.'' , truth: "Why, to get us into. a mess like -

"I could have told you that years this, I suppose.'' 
a,,n-o," the admiral rerrui.rked rather con- "Trying t0 be funny?" Winters 
temptuously. "So could Green." growled. 

"So you don't think much of my "Not at all. Isn't it pretty obvious 
little t>heory ?" Atkinson returned with that better scientists than ours some-
ominous good humor. "Then let me where across t-he water are responsible 
elaborate a· bit. All these mobilizations · for all this?" 
of their army and navy that have been "So it is merely our . misfortune, and 
kttping you fellows so jittery for the nobody's fault in particular, to be 
past three years don't mean a thing. scientifically and technically incompetent 
They're just so much camouflage to hide compared with our competitors?" Win
their real preparations. When they do ters suggested. "Is that .it?" 
start fighting, it will he in a way you '.'Exactly!" Lawton agreed. "We do 
follows have never dreamed of. our best. It just happens to_ be not good 

"Your battleships. West, and your enough." 
tanks ·and planes. Green, won't cut any Winters sighed. "Can't ,yOu dig up 
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something better than what you have
younger men?" 

"\Ve are combing the country, day and 
night, and have been for the past three 
years." 

"But no luck?" 
"None." 
"Then we'll have to put our trust in 

-I don't know what. Anybody got 
anything else? Redding?" 

"Nothing of importance. Just a 
suggestion for you to· pass on to the 
proper department, and a historical item 
I thought might interest every one here. 
First,· the suggestion. The secret -serv
ice ,has simply got to plant a spy in 
their.dust factories. Let tliem scrutinize 
every passport issued and try to find 
some. pn>spective traveler with brains in 
his head. I agree with Atkinson that 
the war_ is on. My own figures· alone 
almost prove it beyond argument. 

�•second, the little bit of history." 
He held up a telegram. "This is from 
John J<'lrvis, of Jarvis & Sons, head of 
t,he oldest fertilizer-manufacturing con
cern in this country. Founded in 1776. 
For over half a century ptactically a 
monopoly. They have hung on, giving 
their stuff away, almost, ever since the 
dust came in. John Jarvis thought it 
miiht · interest the national chamber of 
commerce to know that they closed up 
this morning at ten thirty. They are 
bankrupt." 

"A shot near home," Winters re
marked, pushing back his chair. "Gen
tlemen, we stand adjourned, to meet 
again on call from the President, should 
anything requiri11g our attention develop. 
Any one join me in a long_mint julep?" 

The vote was unanimous. 

II. 

JUST as Gloomy Winters stood up to 
lead his crowd· into the- bar, a young 
man some hundreds of miles away also 
stood up, rather nervously, not to· walk 
out fo,. a cool drink, but to receive the 

first substantial honor of his dawning 
career. John Jarvis, Jr.-"Jay,'-' for 
short, to his friends....a...was about to re
ceive his Ph. D. degree with the highest 
hohors, and 1-he coveted Williard Gibbs 
memorial prize, for an outstanding con
tribution to physical chemistry, at one 
swoop. 

The prize-open to contestants from 
any part of the American continent and 
awarded on the recommendation of a 
thoroughly hard-boiled committee of the 
National Research Cou�cil--had been 
awarded to Jay for the "significant 
advance" made in his doctoral "disser
tation. 

The dissertadoll. filled �xactly two 
pages in the journal which had accepted 
it for publication, and its unassuming 
title was "An Extension of the Periodic 
Law." The "Periodic Law" refert'Cfl to 
was Mendel�eff's., of 1868, which 
brought order into the comparative chaos 
of the properties of the chemical _ele
ments, and which predicted new ele
ments discovered later by chemists. 

The "Extension" carried the law into 
the rich unexplored region betwttn 
physics and chemistry which Men
delteff would not have believed existed 
if he had been told and which modern . 
explorati9ns into the constitution of 
matter unexpectedly stumbled across. 

Jay maintained-perhaps justly-that 
he also had n_1erely stumbled. There 
was so much lying about loose between 
physics and. chemistry, he said, that even 

. the most cautious explorer must stumble 
over something of value sooner or later. 
Anyhow, this was Jay's alibi for run
ning off with the prize. It consisted 
of one t1'ousand dollars in cash and a 
gold medal. 

But there was a string attached. Be
fore the lucky winner could pocket the 
prize, he must explain, in three hundttd 
words or less, to all who cared to listen, 
exactly what he had done to win the 
prize. Jay's ordeal -had been set to 
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coincide with the award of his degree
at the public commencement exercises.

As Jay faced the crowd and let the

dean of the graduate school sling the

doctor’s gaudy hood over his head, he
wondered what the devil he was going
to say. In less than a minute he would
have to speak his piece of three hundred
words or less to an audience of about
two thousand, most of whom confused
chemistry with what goes on in the

corner drug store, and physics with the

stuff doctors used to make them take

out of brown bottles.

His mind was a blank, so far as

science might have occupied it. Jay was
wondering what on earth was up at

home. His father had been looking

forward for a month to seeing the prize

awarded and hearing the speech of

acceptance—or explanation—and was
to have arrived early that morning for

the commencement exercises.

Just as Jay started for the hall, a

messenger thrust a telegram into his

hand. It was from his father.

Sorry can’t come. Important business

conference. Congratulations ! Good luck

with your speech

!

The. fatal second had come. Jay
found himself speaking in a clear, even
voice. Before he realized that it was
all over he had finished. To his amaze-
ment he noticed that the audience was
roaring with laughter. Horrified, he
tried to recall what he had said as he
walked from the platform to his seat.

It all came back to him, and he sat

down with a sigh of relief. He had
simply reeled off the short mathematical

formula which summed up his extension

of the periodic law. The audience evi-

dently had taken the performance as a

joke. Even the dean was laughing.

Jay had set a new fashion in speeches,

evifn short ones. His effort was prob-

ably the shortest formal public utterance

in the history of America.
Freeing himself at last from crowds

of well-wishers, including his friend and
teacher, “Fatty” Perkins, Jay hurried
back to his rooms, to find his exotic com-
panion of three happy years, the digni-

fied, reserved, but yet friendly little

Count Tori, waiting in the study.

Tori had been sitting when Jay
entered. He now rose slowly and came
toward his friend, his face gravely
sympathetic, and a folded newspaper in

his left hand.
“It is best that I should tell you,” he

said, laying his right hand on Jay’s
shoulder and looking up steadily into

his friend’s eyes. He spoke precise,

careful English, with only a trace of
the distinctive accent that even the

expatriates of his people never lose

entirely.

“What is it?” Jay asked, his face

going white. “From home?”
“Yes.” Tori unfolded the paper. The

banner headline told the rest: JARVIS
FAILS. “I am sorry,” Tori continued,

“that my people have brought this on
your old and honorable house.”

Jay slumped into a chair. “I’ve been
expecting it. Your people are not to

blame. Business is business. This has

been on the way for three years. I saw
it coming when I started working for

my degree. Now it has come. We
hung on as long as we could.”

TORI walked to the bay window and
stood thoughtfully looking out, his slim,

nervous hands clasped behind his back.

Sensing at last that Jay had recovered

from the stunning brutality of the first

shock he turned slowly round.

“What will you do?”
“Go home as fast as I can, of course.”

“Of course. And then?”

“I don’t know.”
“But there must be a brilliant scien-

tific career for you,” Tori suggested

softly. “Your country is prosperous,

and it can give you work to do.”

“Perhaps. But I couldn’t do it.”

“Why not?”
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“There is no disgrace in a failure like

ours. But,’’ Jay burst out savagely,

“millions of people in this country will

think there is. And I’ll have to face
the music and shout it down. No. The
concert isn’t worth the price of ad-
mission.’’

“You can’t throw away a start like

yours,’’ Tori protested. “That would
only give the slanderers something real

to say.”

“I’ve made no start worth consider-
ing. But for you I should never even
have begun to start. What happened
to-day was a farce.”

“But for me?” Tori repeated in sur-
prise. “What do you mean?”
“You know. If you hadn’t held back

your own work and given mine the right

of way, I shouldn’t have had a chance
at the Gibbs prize. Your stuff is funda-
mental. Mine isn’t. Why don’t you
publish what you’ve found?”
“Why should I ? Do I have to make

a reputation?”

“I suppose not,” Jay admitted bitterly.

“Your people look at that sort of thing

differently from us. With us it is all

personal ambition and a scramble for

what isn’t worth while having—as you
realize when you get a jolt like this. You
seem to care nothing for yourself. All

you have goes for your people, whether
your name is ever mentioned or not.”

Tori interrupted him. “What you
say about your work is not true. I

speak now as a student of science, not

as your friend. Your work is funda-

mental. Mine is trivial. That is why
I have not published it. If my work
was like yours, I should publish it—for

the honor of my people, as you say.

But it .is not good.”

Jay looked up, scanning Tori’s ex-

pressionless face doubtfully. “You be-

lieve what you say. But that’s just

another proof that you belong to your
people.”

“How so?” Tori demanded, a puz-

zled look in his eyes.

“Your national inferiority complex.”
Tori considered this explanation

thoughtfully. The problem did not seem
to concern him personally

; it was either

a scientific statement of fact or non-
sense, and he was interested only in

deciding which. At last he convinced

himself that Jay was mistaken.

“My trouble,” he said slowly, “has

always been the exact opposite of my
people’s. I have been inclined to over-

estimate my scientific abilities.”

“Well, as we can’t seem to agree, let’s

skip it. While we are talking straight,

I may as well go the limit and get some-
thing else off my chest. It has bothered

me ever since I met you three years ago.

We’re not likely to see one another

again after to-day, so I’ll spill it now.”
“It concerns me?”
“Both of us.”

Tori’s face betrayed nothing. If he

had been expecting Jay’s reckless reve-

lation, he gave no sign but, like a

seasoned poker player, kept his emotions

to himself.

“It has to do with our world monop-
oly?” he suggested softly.

“You guessed it,” Jay returned. “The
very day the department of agriculture

issued its first bulletin saying their ex-

periments had checked the claims made
by your agents for the new dust, I knew
we were through. It could only be a

matter of months, or at the most a few
years, until our firm should be crowded

to the wall with its hands in the air.”

“Yes?” Tori encouraged gently when

Jay hesitated.

“All right. I’ll get it over. Do you
know why I took up physical chemistry ?”

“You started, if I remember cor-

rectly,” Tori reminded him, “in the

chemistry of soils.”

“That didn’t last long. Old Hilde-

brandt here knows everything there is

to be known of soil chemistry. He
shoved me through it all in six months.

There was nothing to it. I’m not being

high-hat about old Hildebrandt’s stuff,”
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Jay hurried on, noting the look of mild
disapproval on Tori’s impassive features.

“Your people don’t criticize their elders.

Ours do. That’s why we have gone
ahead.”

“Till recently,” Tori reminded him.

“You win. Till recently. Anyhow,
I thought I saw that old Hildebrandt’s

classic brand of chemistry couldn’t get

me very far on the road I was trying

to take.”

“So you built a new road?”
“More or less. You know where I

was hoping to arrive.”

Tori did not deny Jay’s subtle accu-

sation. Instead, he contented himself

with a blunt summary of Jay’s efforts.

“YOU HAVE not arrived,” he, said

confidently. “The secret of our fertiliz-

ing dust is still as much of a secret to

you as when you started.”

“You have known all along what I

was looking for ?”

“Was it so hard to guess?”

“I suppose not, given my family

history and the particular Cain your dust

was raising with my prospects. You
never said anything.”

“Why should I have said anything?”
Tori asked in mild surprise. “Indus-

trial research is not the private posses-

sion of our great physicists and
chemists.”

“No,” Jay agreed
; “but you must have

felt rather queer at times looking on
while I—the only man here who would
have anything to do with you—was try-

ing my damnedest to scuttle your ship

of state.”

“I understood. You were within your
rights. If you had not tried to work for

your people, as our scientists work for

theirs, I should have had a low opinion

of you. Please let me finish. You do

not admit it to yourself, but you are as

jealous for your country’s honor as I am
for mine. Only you—like all your race

—think it priggish to put your true

motives into words, as we do. Personal

ambition means nothing to you.”
“That’s where you’re dead wrong. It

means a lot. Do you suppose I like to

see my father a bankrupt and myself
kicked into the street just as I’m start-

ing on my way?”
Tori dismissed Jay’s self-analysis

with a curt shake of the head. “As you
said, let us skip it. We cannot agree.

Do you know why I respect you?”

Jay laughed. “That’s the sort of

question no one of my race could ask

to save his life.”

Tori ignored Jay’s acute discomfort.

“I have respected you because you are

the only man I have met in this great

university who has not a trace of race

prejudice.”

“Not a bit. That’s a fact. Black or
white, red or yellow, they all look alike

to me if they have brains. And some of
your fellows seem to have considerably

more than some of ours. Otherwise I

shouldn’t be in the jam I’m in now.”
“You will get out.”

“How? Tell me, and I’ll do it.”

“Join our research staff.”

Jay stared at him in blank astonish-

ment. “You mean that?”

“Yes. For two years I have followed

your work. It is fundamental.”

“But, hell, man ! Don’t you see what
you are doing? You deliberately invite

me aboard your ship to sink it ?”

Tori smiled. “You will never see the

engine room. As I have tried to make
you realize, your work is fundamental.

It touches the basic, science from which
the industrial advances of the next fifty

years will spring. I am not asking you
to join our commercial scientific divi-

sion. You will be attached to the

brigade of pure science, to work on your
own problems in your own way. You
may publish your researches when,
where, and how you please, although we
should be honored if you would use the

‘Transactions of our Academy of Sci-

ences.’
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“My hope would be,” he continued
seriously, “that the atmosphere of our
research institutes would influence your
pure science and color it to the peculiar

genius of our people. But we shall

make no effort to coerce you. I think
we can promise you greater intellectual

freedom than you could expect in this

country'.

“Remember, you are a very young
man. If you start your career here, you
will be dominated by the interests of
older men till you are forty. Then your
freshness will be stale, and you may
delude yourself into believing that an
administrative position is more honor-
able and more important for science it-

self than an inconspicuous part in the

laboratory.”

Tori elaborated his caustic prophecy
with sarcastic accuracy. “Your name
will appear frequently in the newspapers,
and your fellow citizens will be told

—

and believe—that you are the leading
scientist of the age. You will speak at

banquets and before luncheon clubs.

You will fall in love with your own
pompous platitudes, and you will begin
to believe them.

“When you are fifty, you will receive

a prize and a gold medal for your great
work in reconciling science and bigotrv.

And in the meantime the young men,
whom you think you are directing, will

be calling you a stuffed shirt and an old

dug-out behind your back.

“You see,” Tori smiled, “I have
picked up your slang while observing
the customs of your country. The young
men will be right. Possibly—once in a
while—the rich food at some tedious

banquet will upset your digestion, and
you will lie awake nearly all night. Then
you will agree with your young men.
Come with us, and you will have no
sleepless nights.”

“Let me think it over,” Jay paced
slowly back and forth, trying to fore-

see the possibilities. “As the girls are

always saying, this is too sudden. I

can’t take it in.”

“When will you decide?”

“Make it the day after to-morrow. I

shall have to talk things over with my
father first. You see, I can’t very well

run out on him at a time like this.”

“I see.” Tori nodded gravely. “But
the business is bankrupt.”

“That’s the hell of it. I haven’t an
idea what has been saved from the

wreck. If my people haven’t private

means enough to live on decently, it will

be up to my brothers and me.”
“You could send them part of your

salary,” Tori suggested. “We would
pay you well.”

“I suppose I could.”

“When and where shall I see you?”
“The day after to-morrow? I would

ask you to come and stay with us if

things weren’t in such a mess. As it is,

I shall have to make it somewhere else.

Suppose you meet me in the waiting

room of the Union Station at Chicago,

the day after to-morrow, at ten thirty

in the morning. The fast train from
here gets in then. We can go some-

where and talk it out. I’m taking the

eight forty-five out this evening.”

TORI AGREED. Wishing his friend

good luck—or at least better luck—he

left. Jay began the melancholy task of

packing the photographs and few per-

sonal reminders of his three years as

a graduate student that had been left out

till the last moment.
He had barely finished and was just

sitting down for a last smoke in the

already dismal room when the bell rang.

Opening the door, he was confronted by

a ruddy-faced, jovial man of about fifty,

expensively if somewhat loudly dressed

in a flashy summer outfit. Jay sized his

caller up as a liquor agent.

“Sorry,” he said, before the man could

introduce himself, “but I don’t want any.

I’m just leaving. Besides, I’m stony

broke.”
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The other laughed a jolly, fat, friendly

laugh. “Stony broke, eh? We can
soon mend that, young man.’’

“Afraid not. I never buy anything
on credit.”

The supposed whisky drummer almost
cracked his cheeks beaming. “You don’t

know just how good your credit is,

young man. Try stretching it a bit.

May I come in ?”

Jay sighed. “All right. But I tell

you I’m broke.”

Having made himself comfortable in

the overstuffed chair which neither Jay
nor any of his friends ever thought of

sitting in, the visitor expanded. He
seemed to enjoy his own whimsical
geniality.

“Well, well!” he beamed. “What a

record, what a record ! The highest

honors—sumina cum laude—and the

great Gibbs prize for an outstanding

scientific advance on top of it all. Boy,
oh, boy, what a record! And only

twenty-three years old. Think of it!

If you’re not all swelled up with pride

like a poisoned pup, you should be.

What are you going to do with it all ?”

“Capitalize it and sell shares to the

public at a nickel par. I’ll make my
fortune.”

“Capitalize, eh? Capital, capital!”

The jovial old scout chuckled excessively

over Jay’s somewhat rude retort. “You’ll

do just that very thing. Make your for-

tune. I should say so. And how do
I know? You’re asking me? Then I’ll

tell you.”

He leaned forward and wagged an
impressively fat and pink forefinger in

Jay’s face. “You are going to join our
staff—the dandiest, keenest, up-on-their-

toedest little bunch of scientific co-

operators in the world. Oh, don’t dream
I’m going off half cocked. We know
all about you—all about you. But you
may want to go into details.” He fum-
bled in his pocketbook and produced
his card with an arch flourish. “There

!

You now know who I am.”

Jay read the card without enthusiasm

:

“Justus A. Wharton. Personnel Officer.

United States Bureau of Standards.

Washington, D. C.”

Wharton waited patiently for an out-

burst of involuntary enthusiasm, but

none came. Somewhat sobered, he next

produced a lengthy telegram which,

rather guilelessly, he handed Jay to read.

It was signed Lawton, and it instructed

Wharton to get into touch with John
Jarvis, Jr., immediately, to offer him
rank and salary schedule A Q 14, and

to instruct him, on acceptance, to report

within forty-eight hours to Lawton at

the bureau for instructions and work.

The telegram also gave full details of

Jay’s academic record, including the

Gibbs prize and the title of his disserta-

tion on the extension of the periodic

law. Jay wished most heartily that he

had never heard of that silly prize. Was
it to stick to him like a blue ribbon on a

prize pig at a county fair all his life?

One of Lawton’s scouts, in their day-

and-night job of combing the country

for younger and fresher brains to staff

the bureau, had blundered across Jay’s

record. He could hardly have missed it

;

even the New York papers had carried

a short story of Jay’s juvenile triumphs.

Jay handed back the telegram without

comment.

“Well?” Wharton asked. “What
about it ? It’s a go ?”

“What does A Q 14 mean?”
Wharton elaborated. A Q 14 was

merely the code for an extremely flatter-

ing contract, to save the expense of tele-

graphing the lengthy terms every time

Lawton thought they were demanded.
“I guessed that. What are the

terms ?”

WHARTON whispered them, with
difficulty restraining his forefinger from
poking Jay in the ribs during the con-

spiracy. Jay’s face was impassive.

“Who would be my chief ?” he asked
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when Wharton had at last relieved him-
self of his burden.

“That’s the best of it. Dr. Lawton
himself.” Wharton sat back to study
the effect of his revelation. Observing
none on Jay’s face, he leaned forward
confidentially. “While I’m not promis-
ing anything,” he whispered, “I wouldn’t
say that it was wholly beyond the
bounds of possibility that a brilliant

young man with a record like yours
might look forward to succeeding Dr.
Lawton some day as director—say,
when you are about forty.”

“A stuffed shirt?” Jay murmured,
more to himself than to Wharton.
“Eh? What’s that?”
“I beg your pardon. I was just think-

ins'-” Jay stood up. “Glad to have met
you, Mr. Wharton. Sorry I’m busy,
but I’ve got to get ready for the train.”

“You accept, then?” Wharton beamed,
pumping Jay’s hand.

“Sorry, but I’m not interested.”

Wharton became quite severe in a
friendly, fatherly fashion.

“You say no, but you mean yes. I

know you boys. Boys will be boys

—

I’ve been one myself. Why, when I

started at the bureau, I was just your
age, and I thought it wasn’t good enough
for me. Do you get that? Not good
enough for me.”

Jay did not join in Wharton’s hearty
laugh at his own youthful folly and
swelled head.

“I didn’t realize then,” Wharton con-
tinued confidentially, “that the humblest
private in our ranks carries a field mar-
shal’s baton in his knapsack. Take a

peek into that invisible bag I see strapped

to your back, young man. Is it yes?”
“No. Please tell Dr. Lawton I’m

grateful for his generous offer, but I

can’t accept.”

“Why not? Isn’t it good enough?”
“I’m simply not interested. That’s

all, and it’s final. I may be only a young
squirt, but I do know what interests me
and what doesn’t.”

Wharton shook his head sadly. Like
many men of his age, he could not

realize that some young men of twenty

three are as mature as some men of

fifty. That Jay was making a serious

mistake was obvious to his myopic
vision, and the supposed fact disturbed

his really kindly soul profoundly.

He was disturbed also on another,

strictly private, ground. A second tele-

gram from Lawton had instructed him
sharply not to bungle the job and to

nab Jay before some commercial con-

cern could grab him off.

“You will reconsider?” he pleaded.

“Afraid not.”

“But there is a chance? Where can

I get in touch with you after you leave

here?”
“At home—Chicago. But I have

made up my mind.”
Wharton scanned the serious young

face before him. “I believe you have.

May I ask who our successful competi-

tor is?”

“There isn’t any. I’m going abroad

for a long trip next week.”

“I see. All work and no play makes

Jay a dull boy. So that’s it.” He sighed

his relief. “Lawton will be glad to

know we haven’t fallen down on our

job. You’ll have time to think it over

when you come back from abroad?”

“Sure!” said Jay. “Glad to have met

you. Good-by.”

III.

JAY’S interview with his father in

the main office was less painful than he

had anticipated. Like Jay, the elder

Jarvis had foreseen that nothing could

avert the crash. Nevertheless, he had
hung on till the last possible moment,
paying cash as he went, till the resources

of the firm were exhausted and the ex-

penditure of another dollar would have
been the beginning of debts that could

never be discharged.

The vast factories now stood gaunt

and idle, a total loss. But Jarvis owed
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nobody a cent. The family could still

hold its head up. A modest private for-

tune in his wife’s name, carefully

accumulated since the day of their

marriage in anticipation of unforeseen
emergencies, would provide for them in

reasonable comfort.
The children were all well-educated

—

Jay was the last—and were able to stand
on their own feet. The two daughters
were married

;
the three sons could make

their own way, with a little help if neces-
sary,

Jay assured his father that he needed
no help. If nothing better turned up
in a day or two he could reconsider and
take the job at the bureau. He had said

nothing as yet to his father of Tori’s

offer. There was no point in kicking
up the dust till he was ready to start on
the road he was going to take.

The important conference which had
prevented Jarvis from seeing his son
graduate was a last session with repre-

sentatives of his employees. Ever since

the firm had started going downhill the

employees had taken their share of the

loss. To keep the business alive they

had proposed cuts for themselves with-

out a hint from Jarvis. Their last offer

to take a reduction had been refused.

To have accepted would have meant
going in debt to pay them anything.

“It was the hardest thing I ever had
to do,” Jarvis admitted. “I’m glad it’s

over.”

“We may stage a comeback some
day,” Jay suggested hopefully. “Then
we can take them on again.”

“No chance, I fear,” Jarvis replied

with rueful conviction. “We’re through.

Fertilizers as we knew them will never

come back.”

“I hope not,” Jay ejaculated with hon-

est fervor. “The dust has no smell at

all, good or bad. What I meant was
this : Suppose some of our own fellows

stumble onto the secret of making the

dust. Then we can set up in business

for ourselves.”

“But you—and every other trained

man I have consulted—say there is no
chance of finding out how the stuff is

made.”

“Oh, I wouldn’t be as pessimistic as

that. Because we have failed for three

years is no sign we shall for thirty, or

even ten. Give us time.”

“You have an idea?”

“Not exactly. Still, I think I’m on
the right road to one.”

“What has made you so hopeful all

of a stHden?” his father asked doubt-
fully. “The last time we talked of this

you were clear down in the dumps.”

“I hadn’t had a heart-to-heart talk

with Count Tori then. You remember
him, the slim little dark chap you met
when you were East two years ago.

Tori and I are bosom friends, as you
might say. Really, I’m tremendously
fond of him, and I think he has taken

a shine to me. You see, I was the only
man there who never noticed that he
was a foreigner. I didn’t have to be

considerate
;

it simply never occurred to

me that Tori was anything more or less

than a fine fellow with real brains in

his head. x;

“They gave me the icy for running
around with him all the time. But I

didn’t give a damn. I was having too

good a time. Tori has a mind like a
dagger—goes through the ribs and gets

at the heart of a difficulty. And on top

of it all he is a swell guy.

“Just before I left to come home we
had a solemn powwow. You would
have cracked your jaw laughing to hear

how solemn and sentimental we got. We
gassed about our work like a couple of

deans trying to blow up some poor flat

tire of a freshman with their mouths.

Out of it all I got one priceless fact:

I’m on the track of that dust.”

"Did Tori tell you so?”

Jay laughed. “What do you suppose ?

If he had told me I was getting warm,
I should have felt like jumping out of
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the window. He told me? Not on your
life ! But he made what I consider a

silly blunder for a man of his intelli-

gence. I can explain it only by assum-
ing that he knows less of our mentality

than we know of theirs.

“He swore by all he holds sacred that

I’m on the wrong track. Not just like

that, of course, but he was very friendly

and confident about it. He might have
been telling a kid that he’s got the wrong
answer in arithmetic. There was no
arguing about it. There it was, and that

was that. I simply didn’t know what
the problem was all about and never
would. By the way, you won’t spill any
of this? Even to mother?”

“Not if you don’t want me to. But
watch your step.”

“I’ll be careful. If I ever find out
anything—ten years from now, or

twenty—I’ll keep it under my own hat

till the plant is built and ready to operate.

Then they can take their dust and ”

“That’s not exactly what I meant,”
Jarvis explained. “In a game like this

you must think of your personal safety.”

“I have thought of it. And I shall

continue to be the nice, impractical boy
I am, dabbling away in pure science.”

Jay’s jaw set. “Pure science? What
the hell ! When I have to depend for

my bread and butter, my meat and pota-

toes, my oranges and grapefruit, on the

good will of a bunch of foreigners no-

body trusts, I’ll let pure science ride for

a while.

“They’ve only got to cut off the supply

of dust for a year or two to have us at

their mercy. They will wait till our

standard of living lias risen out of sight.

How long would it take us to readjust

ourselves to short rations and hard work
while we were trying to find our way
back to things as they were before thjs

crazy prosperity swamped the country?

Can you picture our doing it peacefully?

On top of semistarvation we should have

one first-class bloody revolution.”

JARVIS sighed. “I was talking to

Redding—secretary of commerce—the

other day, and he made practically the

same prediction. I don’t like the way
things are going a bit. All these ma-
neuvers of the fleet and the army that

the papers are full of don’t help my
peace of mind any. And if there is to

be a row, I don’t want to see you in it.

You are too young to remember the last.

The next will make that one look like a

Sunday-school picnic. Keep out of it.”

“Don’t worry. I’m not rushing off to

enlist.”

“But you have some plan?”
“Only vague. I’ll tell you if it comes

to anything. Whatever happens, I in-

tend to go on with the work I have
started—for a time, at least. Tori’s hint

was too obvious to be passed up. And
whatever happens, you needn’t stew. I

know enough to keep out of some kinds

of messes.”

“I shouldn’t be surprise if you do.”

His father chuckled. “All you need is

a little experience with girls to make you
spyproof.”

“How do you know I haven’t had
it?” Jay asked coolly. “We don’t tell

the old folks everything we know now-
adays.”

“As to that,” Jarvis observed grimly,

“you had better not tell your mother.

She’s still old-fashioned.”

“We’ll have to teach her to smoke,”

Jay suggested lightly. “That will break

the ice. Many a good girl has gone to

the devil because she smoked her first

cigarette. If there hadn’t been a first,

there wouldn't have been a second, and
so on, ad infinitum, Q. E. D.”

“Get out of here before I throw you
out !” his father roared.

“Just as you say. I'll not be home
for dinner. Oh, by the way, before I

go, do you still have that sample of the

dust? I’d like to take it along, if you
don’t mind.”

Jarvis handed over the small cylindri-

cal box containing the sample. Jay
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removed the cover and stood staring

down at the smooth grayish powder. He
tapped the side of the box lightly with
his finger. A beautiful pattern of waves
rippled over the surface of the dust.

Had he not known that it was dust, and
not a liquid, he might have mistaken it

for dirty water.

“Pretty finely divided,” he muttered
to himself. “Wonder how they do it?”

He abstractedly replaced the lid and
slipped the box into a trouser pocket.

“Well, I’ll be seeing you. So long!”
“So long! Keep out of devilment if

you can.”

THE following morning Jay met Tori
at the Union Station.

“Come on across the street. There’s
a quiet little joint where we can talk

undisturbed and have a drink if we feel

like it.”

Tori tried to read from his friend’s

face' what decision he had come to.

Probably he succeeded. As they sat

down at the farthest table in the deserted

beer parlor, Tori remarked that he had
bought two steamer tickets.

“Then we needn’t take long to settle

the rest.”

Jay told Tori of the bureau’s offer.

Tori was faintly amused at Jay’s
description of the effusive Mr. Wharton.

“If you had accepted,” he observed
gravely, “you might have been Mr.
Wharton’s successor—twenty years

hence.”

“Yes; I thought of that.”

“You have decided to join us?”
“I decided the moment Wharton left.”

Tori fingered his glass of beer, which
he had not touched with his lips, as he
was a total abstainer.

“You are not avaricious,” he re-

marked.
“How so?”
“Terms have not yet been mentioned.”

“You said I would be free to work
as I chose. Is that still good?”
“Of course !” Tori drew a cablegram

from his pocket. “I shall translate.”

The salary offered by Tori’s people was
slightly more than four times Lawton’s
A Q 14. “If that is not enough, I be-

lieve I could get you more.”

Jay waved the suggestion aside. “Too
much. I’m not a hog, and I’m not worth
a quarter of that.”

“Your work will be worth many times
what we can afford to pay you for it,”

Tori returned with a slight bow.
For a moment Jay was puzzled and

slightly disturbed by Tori’s grave for-

mality. The man fingering the glass

was not the graduate student he bad
known for three years at the university,

but an older, graver man.
Jay laughed. “The farther you get

from our old stamping ground the less

Americanized you become. Three years

of our great country seems to have made
practically no impression on you.”

“Practically none,” Tori agreed. “I

am already more than halfway home.”
“Not going mystic on me, are you?”
Tori shook his head with a smile.

For a moment he was once more the

student Jay thought he had known. “No
need to.” Tori laughed. “Our boat

sails five days from to-day.”

“What?” Jay exclaimed. “That will

give me only two days to pack and see

to my passport. I doubt ”

“Your passport is ready. I attended

to the formalities. Shall we go and get

it?”

Jay rose in a daze. “How did you
manage it?’ he asked weakly. “It would
have taken me days.”

“Through the courtesy of your gov-

ernment. My rank, you know ” He
did not finish.

“That explains it. Being a count has

its advantages at times. Let’s go and

collect the passport. It will take some
time for me to do my part. For one

thing I’ll have to be mugged.”
“Mugged?” Tori repeated.

“Photographed.”
“Oh, I saw to that. A suitable copy
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was made from one you presented to

me before your graduation.”

“Well, I’ll be damned ! Come on ;
let’s

go. I must do my own packing, any-
way.”

THE PASSPORT safely tucked
away in an inner pocket, Jay said he
must hurry home. Would Tori care to

come and meet Jay’s father? Tori de-

clined politely, saying he had business

of his own. Jay did not doubt it. Be-
fore taking leave of Jay, Tori handed
him a railway ticket.

“I shall be unable to take the same
train as you,” he explained. “But I

shall meet you at the boat. In case of
unavoidable accidents, I had perhaps
better give you your steamer ticket, too.”

Jay accepted it without a word.
“Good-by, till we meet again.”

Tori lifted his hat and turned briskly

away, leaving Jay in a daze. As he
climbed into a cab he had a curious feel-

ing that Tori must be about fifty years

old. He had acted that age, anyway.
That was the trouble with some of these

foreigners; you could never size them
up, or guess their ages, or find out any-
thing worth knowing about how their

minds worked. Jay came to the con-
clusion that he still had a lot to learn.

Well, he would pick it up as fast as he
could.

The resolve gave him an idea. Why
not begin at once? He gave the driver

a direction to one of the largest book-,
stores in the city. Before he was
twenty-four hours older he would have
mastered at least the alphabet—if it

could be called that—of Tori’s native

tongue. Then he v would go after the

rest of it, tooth and toenail. The exer-
cise might relieve the boredom of the

long ocean voyage.

At home Jay’s reception when he told

his family what he had done was de-

cidedly warm. At last his father got
the rest of them cooled off a bit, and
they set about the task of outfitting him

like a gentleman in what little time re-

mained before he must pull out. His
two married sisters and both of his

brothers were at home, all having
thought it their part to rush to the sup-

port of the family when the disaster

struck.

Jay didn’t want to be outfitted like a

gentleman. By a masterly stroke of

strategy he succeeded in getting his

mother and his brothers and sisters em-
broiled in such a terrific argument over

the proper outfit for a young man going

where he was going, that he managed to

slip off to his room to make his own
simple preparations undisturbed. But
he was not to be left in peace for long.

There was a rap at the door.

“Come in!” he shouted.

His father entered. “Telephone call.

Whoever it is, says it’s important.”

“Oh, all right.”

Jay dashed down to the second land-

ing and picked up the receiver. “Jay
Jarvis speaking. You called me?”

“I should like to see you at once con-

cerning a grave irregularity in the mat-
ter of a passport issued to you. This
is Arthur Adams speaking. You will

find me at the Crane Hotel.”

“Tori’s gone and done it,” Jay mut-
tered, hanging up the receiver. "I

thought it was all too smooth.”

“Where are you off to now ?” his

,

mother called after him as he slammed
the front door.

But Jay was already in a taxi before

she could open the door to catch his

reply.

“That boy will drive me crazy!” she

said.

AT THE. HOTEL Jay was sent up
immediately to Adams’ suite. He found
himself confronting a tall, wiry man of
about sixty with a parrotlike beak of a

nose and a tousled mop of white hair.

“You’re Jarvis?”
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Jay nodded, and the other continued:
“Then I guess you are the man we’re

after.”

Jay’s heart fluttered alarmingly. What
had that fool Tori got him into? The
next words confirmed his wild surmise
that he had fallen foul of the Federal
police.

“Let me introduce myself. My name
isn’t Adams. That’s only to keep re-

porters away till we settle this—and
after. I’m Senator Atkinson, chairman
of the foreign-relations committee. Sit

down and have a smoke. Care for a
drink? I’ve been having one myself.”

Jay accepted the highball and gulped
down a good two thirds. “What’s it

all about?” he asked, as coolly as he
could.

“That passport of yours.”

“What’s wrong with it?”

“Nothing. All perfectly regular.”

“Then what ”

“I’m coming to it. We have your
record from the day you entered prep
school. Got it less than twenty-four
hours ago. Then the committee thought
I had better fly here for a personal in-

terview. Let me put the meat of the

matter first—we can tackle the dessert

later. We want a man with some brains

in his head to do a little harmless ob-

serving over where you are going. All

he will be asked to do is to keep his eyes

open and report what he sees to us.”

“Who are ‘us’?”

“Me, first. Through me, the Presi-

dent’s cabinet. I can prove that.” The
senator produced a short note confirming
what he had said. "Recognize the sig-

nature? The stationery is O. K., too?”
“It looks genuine, but I’m no expert.”

“You’ll do,” the senator remarked
approvingly. “Now, without swearing

you to secrecy, or anything like that, I’m
going to tell you a story and trust to

your good sense to keep it to yourself.

Not even your father or mother is to

know. You can judge for yourself

whether the main points are true.”

The senator then proceeded to give

an exact, detailed account of the con-

ference which had taken place on the

day of Jay’s graduation. Even the tele-

gram which Jarvis, Sr. had sent

Secretary Redding, announcing the

bankruptcy of the Jarvis firm, was in-

cluded. Redding’s suggestion that all

passports be scrutinized had brought
results sooner than they had dared hope.

In a caustic aside, Atkinson congratu-

lated Jay for having turned down Law-
ton’s generous offer of an assistantship

to himself. Jay, he concluded, was just

the observer they were looking for

—

young, alert, scientifically trained to

notice what the ordinary highly trained

observer would overlook completely;

and last, the son of an old family that

had been driven to the wall by our pro-

fessed friends but prospective enemies.

They could not have found a more suit-

able observer for the particular’ job in

hand if they had ordered him made to

specifications.

“That’s the meat of it. Now for the

dessert. The department concerned will

pay you the top salary permitted by their

scale for as long as you can contrive to

stay on the job, with a substantial bonus
for any information of particular value

—say a hint as to what that new metal

or alloy is they are using on their tanks.

General Green is worried about it, and
I don’t blame him. If you find out how
they make that infernal dust of theirs,

Congress will vote you anything you
want within reason.”

“What if I get caught?”
“We’ll get you out somehow.”
“With the navy?” Jay suggested inno-

cently.

The senator saw the point. After

what he had told Jay of Admiral West’s
perplexities there was not much to be

said in rebuttal of Jay’s skepticism.

“But you have brains enough not to

get yourself into any crude jam our
diplomatic corps can’t talk you out of.

You won’t go taking photographs of
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forts and factories, or anything of that

sort ?”

“Hardly,” Jay admitted. “Still, I

haven’t agreed to accept.”

“You will, though?”
“Sorry, but it can’t be done.”

“Why not?” Atkinson demanded, his

beak growing sharper.

“Because I’m already signed up.”

“Signed up? How?”
Jay told the senator what had passed

between Tori and himself that morning.
When he finished Atkinson was speech-

less for a moment.

“You did that all by yourself? At
your tender age? I guess you don’t

need a nurse or instructions from the
likes of me.”

“I did only what I was forced into

doing.”

“Who forced you? Tori?”

Jay made a wry face. “I’m beginning
to suspect he did.”

“But why? What’s his object?”

“That’s what I’d mortgage two years’

pay right now to know.”

Atkinson considered the problem in

silence. Privately, he half feared he
was about to see the last of Jay. Tori,

from Jay’s account, did not impress the

senator as the sort of friend one would
pick as a guide to living in a secretly

hostile country.

“Watch your friend,” he advised.

“Tori? Oh, he’s all right.”

“Mightn’t it be safer to resign now
and pay him a visit later with competent
agents of our own hovering in the back-

ground while you went sight-seeing?”

“I would rather go about what I hope
to do in my own way.”

“Well, perhaps you are right. Going?
But I suppose you are pretty busy.

Have another drink?”

“No thanks.”

“Then I’ll drink to your success.

Good luck!”

IV.

LEANING back comfortably in his

Pullman seat, Jay sighed luxuriously.

He had the car practically to himself,

two old ladies at the farther end being

his only fellow passengers.

“Phew! I’m glad that’s over.”

He was referring to the leave-takings,

mostly solemn, partly tearful, with his

anxious family. Exerting his youthful

obstinacy he had firmly forbidden any
of his family to come to the station to

see him off. But it had been bad enough
as it was.

He could not repress a delighted grin

as he thought of his last act before
boarding the train. He had tipped a

special messenger a dollar to hurry out

to the house with a farewell present for

his mother—a sort of surprise package.

Jay could almost see his mother’s face

when she opened the package—a carton

of one hundred gold-tipped Turkish
cigarettes and a long ivory-and-lapis-

lazuli holder.

On a card inclosed with the gift he

had written brief instructions: “Take
two after meals and cheer up. Dr. Jay
Jarvis.” If his mother flung them into

the wastebasket or pitched them out of

the window, Jay felt confident that his

sisters would salvage the wreckage. So
his money had not been entirely wasted.

He opened his hand bag and extracted

the formidable grammar of Tori’s lan-

guage which he had purchased. In ten

minutes he was lost to the world, strug-

gling desperately with the illogical intri-

cacies of a bafflingly idiomatic speech.

Why the devil, he wondered, couldn’t

these people say outright what -they

meant, instead of dressing everything

up in metaphors that conveyed the oppo-

site of what was intended?

Early the next morning the train cut

across a corner of one of the great corn

States, and Jay had an opportunity to

observe the effect of the dust in large-

scale farming. As he sat out on the
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observation platform taking in the toss-

ing green that flowed rapidly back
toward the horizon on both sides of the

track, he felt strangely oppressed.

Never before in the history of the

world had there been a furious abun-
dance like this. If the train were to

stop suddenly, he imagined, he would
hear the steady, rustling growth of the

dark green masses as the voracious roots

sucked the last drop of nutritive mois-
ture from a deep black soil that was
unnaturally rich. And yet, a short time

before, this terrifying jungle of un-

ripened food had not been even im-
agined.

The soil from which it sprang, in

what seemed like an unwholesome,
specious parody of abundant health, had
been exhausted and barren for fifty

years. The clamor of a foreign market,

demanding food and yet more food, had
brought the sterile stretch back into cul-

tivation, and one application of the dust

had made it as fertile and as prolific as

a plague feeding upon its own offals.

v Something that bluff, salty old Pro-

fessor Hildebrandt had let slip in an

unguarded moment came back to Jay's

memory with sinister force. Old Hilde-

brandt was habitually such a rosv-souled

optimist that any unconscious lapse into
pessimism on his innocent part was re-

membered by his students long after

they had forgotten all the cheerful things

he tried to instill into them about soil

chemistry and its manifold blessings for

a hungry mankind. Jay recalled one
such memorable slip as he tried to take

in the meaning of the rank, oppressive

abundance stifling the plain.

“We humans,” old Hildebrandt had
remarked, “are a queer lot. Keep us

just a little hungrier than is quite com-
fortable, and we bust a gut to raise

hogs and corn enough to glut us all.

Then, when we’ve got too much, we
bust our remaining gut to breed our-

selves into semistarvation again. It is

what is called the fundamental law of

bionomics, gentlemen.
“Malthus may be out of date, but we

continue to feed and breed. The human
race can breed itself hungry in two
generations, even when completely

smothered in food at the start of the

race. If you will pardon a very bad
pun, gentlemen, I sometimes picture the

human race as a breeding contest. The
fastest breeders win the race and carry

it on beyond the winning post—starva-

tion for half the winners. But let us get

back to our soils and manures.”
As Jay recalled his teacher’s theory

he remembered also the jubilant vital

statistics of the Great Recovery. Twenty
months after the first dusting the birth

rate had skyrocketed. But even the

enormous crop of new babies could not

cope with the oceans of cow’s milk in-

undating the lowlands, and most of it

was evaporated and condensed for ex-

port to the sellers of the dust.

What they did with it all nobody
seemed to know, as their birth rate,

always high enough, it is true, had
barely risen at all. Possibly they were
prudently hoarding against the happy
day when they could overrun their

neighbors’ more spacious territories, to

provide more than standing room only

for the full crop of babies which their in-

dustrious race was undoubtedly capable

of producing at a few months’ notice.

Jay was joined by a swarthy, stoutish

man smoking a fat cigar the color of

an unhealthy pickle. The newcomer was
the sort that longs to confide in any
hapless fellow passenger he can catch

w'here jumping off is dangerous if not

impossible. Jay liked him at the first

glance and accepted the proffered cigar

—mate to the pickle.

“I’m in ladies’ underwear. What’s
your line?”

“Elements.”
“What’s that? I don’t get it.”

“Iron, copper, tin, aluminum, and
such stuff.”
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"I get you. Working for dle metal- "tbc:y11 soon have corn enough to feed 
trades combine?" aJI the hogs on · Mars." 

"More or less. Exporting just now." "I shouldn't wonder," the specialist 
The underwear :;peciaiist was im- concurred absently. 

pressed. "Say," he burst out, producing In a few seconds he was fast asleep, 
a telqram, "what do you say to that?" and Jay sat staring idly. The motion of 

In silent wonder Jay tried to grasp the train rocked him into a delightful 
the ca.balistic message. Was_ is cipher? trance between sleep and waking, in 
For a moment -he thought Senator At• which he neither thought nor dreamed. 
kinson was trying to communicat·c with His mind was busily at work, but he 
him in this roundabout, deadly mys• was totally unaware of what was going 
terious way. "JAKE 'tRIPLETS on inside his head. 
RACHEL.'' What on earth could it � As has often been noticed by brain 
mean? He handed baclc the message workers, some of our best thinking is 
silently. done for us. The soil must be prepared 

"Pretty good, eh?" the specialist chal. before the seed can sprout; but, given 
lenged. the right conditions, the seed will germ• 

"I sh�1..ild say so,'' Jay admitted doubt• inatc and take root of itself. Jay's 
fully. mind had been prepared-although he 

"Rachel's pretty good, I admit, but I did not know it at the time-by his work 
didn't think she had this in her. Last on an extension of the periodic law. It 
time it was only twins." now needed only a chance gust to waft 

Jay kept a straight face. "After all some vagrant seed in the right direction 
it isn't so remarkable in times like these. to start the mysterious thing we call life 
It's just part of the general prosperity." or, in Jay's case, creative thought. His 

The specialist sucked at his cigar and head nodded, and he dozed. 
let his eyes rove over the terrific green A curiously jumbled conversation, in 
surge of unrestrained fecundity billow• which Rachel and Jake, triplets and rank 
ing up all about them. A bland content green com by the th.ousand square miles, 
smoothed the rounded contours of his Tori and Atkinson, dust and battleships, 
swarthy face, and he sighed with his Lawton and the personnel officer Whar
whole stomach. ton, all set:ming to join in and express 

"Yes, I guess that's it," he agreed., their-weirdly distorted opinions of Jay's 
"Prosperity has come to stay." To his work on ·the periodic law, floated 
simple eyes it was all as shiningly clear through his <head. Under it aJI the 
as the summer sun blazing down on the clicket�clack, clicket�clack, of steel on 
steamit:tg crops. steel as the wheels hit the welded junc

THEY SAT smoking in •silence for 
• nearly an •hour, till the green nightmare 

ended abruply, and the train glided out 
onto a level expanse of barren brown 
gravelly soil stretching to the horizon. 

"They're dusting this, too," the spe
, cialist observed, pointing to five specks 

against the blank blue sky. "See how 
straight the planes fly. I'll bet these 
fellows keep the same distance apart for 
hundttds of miles." 

"If they keep it up," Jay remarked, 

·tures of the rails, hammered out an 
absurdly logical refrain; "My name
is Jake; my name-is Jake; I sowed
the seed; I sowed-the seed." 

By this time Jay was mOre than half 
awake. He woke fully, with a jolt, 
cle3.rly conscious that his absurd con• 
versations about triplets with the ex• 
pansive Jake had indeed sowed the seed 
of a brilliant idea in the well-prepared 
soil of hfs mind. Why on earth had he 
not thought of it before? It seemed the 
most natural thing in the world to try. 
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Without disturbing the sleeping Jake, • all be mere numbers, and certainly less 
Jay got up and made his way to the than two thousand, they"'<:Ould easily be 
writirig desk in the club car. He reached fitted into a code-provided some safe 
for a telegram blank and hesitated. way of using a code could be devised. 
There was a lot to be said in his The experiments which Jay suggested 
message, and he wondered whether the were entirely out of his line, but would 
air mail would be fast enough to deliver be mere 'routine to a good biologist with 
his letter and a reply, addressed in care an up-to-date training. Jay simply 
of the steamship company, before his wanted to know what effect, if any, the 

boat sailffl. Deciding that this was no dust ·had ort fruit flies. If it did affect 
time to save a few of his thousand dot- them, did it make them more or less 
tars, he wrote out his message and prolific? In either case, wer"e the off
addressed it to Senator Atkinson, Wash- spring sports, or deformed, or were they 
ington, D. C Then <he glanced at his normal? If the Ries were affected, was 
watch and consulted the time-tal;lle. it possible to screen off the effect of the 
They were due at the next station in dust? And, if so, what were the wave
eight minutes. Not trusting the drowsy length numbers, <?n his own-Jay's
porter to hand in the message to the periodic scale, corresponding to the 
station operator, Jay walked out onto the screens? 
platform and waited. The train stopped, and Jay hurried to 

Most of the message was taken up in the telegraph office. On the way back he 
an urgent appµl to Atkinson to induce saw Jake stretching bis legs. Jake 
the proper authorities to devise some hailed him. 
safe met.hod pf getting reports to him "Business rushing?" 
during his stay abroad. Jay had no "I'll say! Just sent off a rush order 
idea who tile proper authorities might I forgot." 
be, but he felt reasonably confident that "Tha(s bad. _ Once got myself fired the senator would. Nor had he any for a mistake like that." Jake intersuggestions as to a method of sa.fe com- rupted his reminiscences abruptly.munication. In his message he stated uoi, oi!'' he croaked, "I forgot to wire that, in his opinion, his corresponde� Rachel the nanies." In a waddling run would be thoroughly scrutinized by ex- he made for the telegraph office aS fast

'::
t
���s�ould leave no trace of their ·as his fat legs could take him. 

The rest of the message suggested that "Better hurry," Jay called after him. 
Senator Atkinson consult Lawton im- "We'ye got only twominutes left. How 
mediately and learn the names of the about Sbadrach, Me.shach, and Ahed
best men in the country to carry out nego, if they're all boys?" 
certain experiments which Jay himself But Jake· did not hear him. The 
was not trained or competent to do. porter shoved the exhausted father 
Having found these men, Atkinson- aboard just as the train ,began to gather 
again through the "proper authorities," speed, and that was the last Jay saw 
but a different set, naturally-was to of him. Jake's sprint had upset his 
prevail upon them to start the experi- digestion, and he spent the rest of the 
ments going at once,, journey in his parlor co,mpartment. 

As soon as they got any defihite re- Jay passed the time fairly painlessly 
sults, they were tn let the senator know, over his grammar. He planned to sur
and he was to see that the results were prise Tori by greeting him at the pier 
promptly and accurately transmitted to in -his own language and hoped his self• 
Jay. As the results in question would instructed pronunciation would not tum 
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a neat compliment into an obscene jest*

or a deadly insult. It was a tricky

language.

ARRIVED at his destination, Jay
went directly to the pier. There was no
sign of Tori. Jay tried the information
desk. The clerk, a compatriot of Tori’s,

assured Jay that Tori would arrive in

time. He then handed Jay a bulky tele-

gram.' Retiring to a secluded corner

before opening it, Jay tore the envelope.

As he did so he glanced back over his

shoulder involuntarily. The clerk was
watching him like a lynx.

“If there’s any answer I shan’t send
it off here,” he muttered. He thrust the

message into his trouser pocket and
strode into the street. It was still nearly

an hour to boat time. Jay stepped into a
cab. “Take me to the farthest telegraph

office you can make and get back in time
for the boat. Say fifty minutes for the

whole trip.”

As Jay had anticipated, the bulky
message was from Senator Atkinson.

Its contents were somewhat of a sur-

prise. Jay gathered that he was not the

only one trying to find out something
about the dust. Atkinson first reported

that .he had consulted Lawton and others

as to the three best men for the experi-

ments proposed by Jay. The experts

were unanimous in naming Davisson,

MacMillan, and Spier. These names,
the senator added, meant nothing to him,

but Lawton had told him that Jay would
have heard of the men. Jay had.

What followed was the unexpected
item. These three biological experts

had been carrying out experiments with

the dust of the sort Jay wanted tried for

the past nineteen months. They had
reached certain conclusions, but did not

care to give out anything until some of

the crucial details could be checked by
an exhaustive set of control experiments.

These were now in progress and would
be finished in about two weeks.

The results so far were startling, but

they could not be considered conclusive.

It would not be possible at the present

time to furnish Jay with the numbers
on his own scale for which he asked, but
they hoped to secure what he wanted
when the control experiments were com-
pleted.

Atkinson then went into the matter of
communicating with Jay at considerable

length. Through Admiral West, he had
got in touch with the code department
of the navy, and through them with the

international secret service—foreign-

service spy system. All of these ex-

perts agreed that it would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to communi-
cate with Jay, where he was likely to

be working, in any spyproof way.
For the present they had no sugges-

tions, but had set their best men on the

problem. Should they reach a workable
solution Jay would first hear of it when
he received a message from them which

he would recognize. If they succeeded

in getting this through, they could then

devise a means whereby Jay could send

out messages. In the meantime he was
to count on nothing and to take no un-

necessary risks.

The cab drew up at a telegraph office.

“Will this do? The next one is about

eight minutes farther on. We can just

make it and get back in time.”

“This is O. K. I want to sit a few
minutes. Give me five minutes’ notice

before we must start back.”

To the costly tune of a busily ticking

meter, Jay sat and considered his prob-

lem, trying desperately to get a grip on

it. How could Davisson, MacMillan,

and Spier communicate with him, and

how could he get word back to them or

to Senator Atkinson should it be neces-

sary?

He thought so hard that his mind be-

came a blank. Vague, inconsequential

snatches of conversations drifted

through his inattentive memory, and
disjointed fragments of unrelated scenes

passed unnoticed before his eyes.
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Gradually most of these faded into the

background, and Tori dominated the

dreamlike stage.

What was it that Tori had said about

Jay’s work? It was “fundamental.”

No; that wasn't what he wanted; it was
something else. Unaware that he had
done so, Jay let his head fall back on
the cushions and closed his eyes.

Tori’s image and his voice came up
sharply clear. Jay could hear everything

now, and he saw Tori as clearly as he
had seen him that last afternoon in his

rooms. What was he saying? This
was it

; he must get this.

“You may publish your researches

when, where, and how you please, al-

though we should be honored if you
would use the ‘Transactions of our
Academy of Sciences.’

“Eureka!” Jay shouted, starfling the

driver, just as the latter was about to

tell him he had only five minutes more
to sit. “Wait for me.”
He dashed into the office and grabbed

a pad. Then he did the fastest job of

writing he had ever done. The clerk

was just beginning to count up the

words when the taxi driver stuck his

head in at the door.

“All right !” Jay nodded. “I’m com-
ing.” He slammed down two twenty-

dollars bills. “If it’s more than that

they will pay at the other end.” He fol-

lowed the nervous driver and hopped
into the cab. “Step on it. I can’t afford

to miss that boat.”

JAY’S scheme was so simple that he
wondered at his own slowness for not

having thought of it at once. What he
wanted from the biologists was a mere
number, certainly less than two thou-

sand, of a screen or filter, as measured
on his own scale, if the biologists dis-

covered that a screen would cut off the

effect—if any—of the dust on the fruit

flies.

As Atkinson had hinted pretty plainly,

it would be difficult if not impossible to

get any secret communication to Jay,

and if the desired information was not

conveyed in absolute secrecy, “the

enemy” would know at once that Jay
was spying.

Jay’s scheme was spyproof. The
biologists were to publish the results of

their experiments in the biological

journal which they used habitually and
which made its way regularly once a

month into every scientific library and
biological laboratory in the world.

But to publish the truth in a form
that any expert would recognize imme-
diately, while not throwing suspicion on

Jay, perhaps, would be a blunder of

another kind, and quite as bad a one.

For it would tell the enemy that Ameri-
can scientists were at least stumbling
about in the immediate neighborhood of

their secret. Then Jay would be strictly

watched as a mere matter of elementary
common sense.

To get around this, Jay proposed that

the biologists substitute “gamma rays,”

or “electrons” for “dust” in their pub-
lished reports. The wave lengths, or
intensities, or both, of these were to be

recorded in the customary international

units. In the first tabulated list of

measurements, the eleventh, twelfth,

eighteenth, and twentieth, were to be

doctored ; the last digit in each of these

measurements was to be one of the

numbers in the screen number which

Jay wanted on his own scale.

For example, if the biologists found
that the effect of the dust was “screened”

at 1452 on Jay’s scale, the eleventh num-
ber on their fake list of measurements
was to end in 1, the twelfth in 4, the

eighteenth in 5, and the twentieth in 2.

If no screening effect was detected, then

the designated measurements were all to

end in zero, so that “0000” would spell

“no effect.”

The faked measurements were to be

concocted so as to seem entirely plaus-

ible to a casual inspection. There was
already a vast literature of such experi-
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ments and tabulated measurements, and
one set more was not likely to excite

either suspicion or curiosity.

Only when some Ph. D. candidate
began checking the work would its

scientifically worthless character be ex-

posed. The worst that could happen
would be a sudden drop in the scientific

stock of Messrs, Davisson, MacMillan,
and Spier, but they would have to stand

the loss for the good of their fellow

citizens.

To make it plain that they were indeed
communicating with Jay, the biologists

were to “sign” their communications by
the number 7938. The digits 7, 9, 3, 8
were to be the next to the last in the

eleventh, twelfth, eighteenth, and
twentieth of the recorded measurements.
As for Jay’s end of it, he would use

the “Transactions of the Academy of

Sciences,” as Tori himself had sug-

gested. He intended to continue work
on his revision of the periodic law. His
figures would be published in terms of

his own scale. If he succeeded in find-

ing out what was the active principle in

the dust, he would publish the digits

giving its scale number as the fifth,

seventh, ninth, and thirteenth digits in

his second table, but with this difference

—the indicated digits of the scale num-

ber must be divided, beginning with the

first, by 5, 8, 8, 6 respectively, and only

the remainder of these divisions were to

be kept.

Thus, if the number furnished by the

direct reading of the four indicated

terminal digits was 6896, the correct

number would be 1010; to 2978 would
correspond 2172, and so on. To prevent

wild-goose chases, Jay was to indicate

when he was transmitting the required

scale number by “signing off” with zero

as the terminal digit of the second,

fourth, tenth, and fifteenth numbers in

his second table.

As the “Transactions” were received

regularly once a month by every scien-

tific library in the world, there was no
danger that Jay’s communication would
be overlooked. After that it would be

up to the men in the physical and chemi-

cal laboratories to do the rest. With a

hint like the one Jay hoped to broadcast,

they would deserve to be wiped out if

they failed to duplicate the dust in any

desired quantity.

The driver got Jay back to the pier

four minutes ahead of time. He need

not have hurried. The boat was held

twenty minutes for Count Tori, wdiose

plane had been delayed by adverse

winds.

To be continued.
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Twelve Eighty-Seven
Part Three of a great serial

by John Taine

UP TO NOW:
Jay Janns, at the age of 23, having

made a fimdamental extension of Men-
deleef's periodic law in chemistry, is

about to sail for the enemy’s country

Ttrith his university friend Count Tori,

commander in chief of the enemy’s sci-

entific staff, to join that staff. He hopes

to discover the secret of the eneitty’s

fertilizing “dust” which had Cfuadrupled

the fertility of the United States’ agri-

culture, but which the President’s emer-

gency committee suspects of being a
new war weapon.

At the boat Jay meets Tori’s half

sister Nora, who is Italf American, her

father hearing been an ensign in the

American navy. Nora is a young wonutn

of greed clutrm and high ability. She
is an ardent pacifist and iutsrnalioualist,

thoroughly out of sympathy ivith Tori’s

ambitions of world supremacy for his

race. Now she is going home witii her

brother, after having organized and di-

rected an extensive “youth movement”
in Europe for international peace.

Tori confides to Jay that he likes his

sister but Imtes her ideals. It comes
out that the ensign who was Nora’s

father is no7v Admiral West of the

President’s committee. West admires

his foreign daughter tremendously. She
has never met West's American wife

nor his cltildren. Before sailing, Nora
sees her father, who tells her to get well

acquainted with Jay, thinking the latter

could help her in her xi'ork for peace.

On the boat both Jay and Nora be-

come fast friends. Nora declares her

willingness to help Jay—up to a certain

paint—but she does not offer to betray

her brother’s scientific secrets, because

she is ignorant of them. According to

her. Tori’s staff is hopelessly stuck for

want of a fundamental discovery they

had hoped to make regarding the ferti-

lizing dust. They expect Jay to make
the discovery, and they put him to work
at once in a laboratory on the boat.

Jay’s assistant, “Sam,” one of the en-

emy, is an expert mathematician. Jay

takes him for an obvious spy.

The day before they reach Tori’s sci-

entific island. Tori shows Jay that he

suspects him of trying to communicate

with the U. S. Secret Service, cmd Jay

decides to abandon his supposedly spy-

proof methods. The last night aboard

he and Nara see a sky-filling glow from
one of the dust factories on a barren

island. Nara tells Jay they hope he will

“extinguish the glow.”

VIII.

THE NIGHT was stiflingly hot.

Senator Atkinson and Secretary Red-
ding were absorbed in the intricacies of

a jigsaw puzzle. Two empty siphons

and three depleted bottles of grape juice

in an ice pail marked the senator’s ef-

forts to keep cool ; Redding just sat

and suffered under the glare of an elec-

tric light. The senator glanced up at

the clock.

“Twelve thirty. What’s keeping

them? The conference was called for

ten.’’

“Perhaps the President is in the pool

again. Hold on! I’m getting it.” He



“What makes the greenhouses glow like that?’’ Jay asked. “The dust”
Nara replied, and there was something ominous in the statement.
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gingerly fitted a small triangular piece

into the center of the puzzle. “Oh,
shucks!” With a gesture of disgust he

swept the puzzle into its box. “Wash-
ington crossing the Delaware.”

“On a night like this?” the senator

objected. “What has happened to the

others ?”

“Search me.” Redding shrugged his

shoulders. “Gloomy said he would be

ready in half an hour, and that’s over

three hours ago.”

The buzzer rang. Atkinson answered

the telephone.

“What’s that ?” he snapped. “Russia,

too? When did the note come?” He
listened for a few seconds, then hung
up. “Gloomy is coming right over from
the White House.”

“The President coming?”
“He’s in the pool. Pumping the Rus-

sian ambassador dry.

“Seems to have got plenty out of

him already. West will be a few min-

utes late. Something has turned up at

the intelligence department. We are

not to wait for him. Green probably

won’t be here.”

“What’s the matter with him?” Red-
ding asked in surprise. “Heat?”

“Gloomy didn’t say. It sounds bad

to me."

Five minutes later Gloomy Winters
entered alone, stuffing his collar and
necktie into his pocket as he closed the

door.

“What’s that?” he demanded, spy-

ing the ice pail. “Grape juice? Are
you mad?” He opened the door and
shouted into the hallway. “Boy! Bring

us something cool and substantial and
plenty of it. You know my brand.”

He melted into a chair and refused to

go on till the arrival of the refresh-

ments.

“Good thing West isn’t here,” he be-

gan, after a refreshing drink. “I’ll take

up his case first.”

“What do you mean?” Redding

asked in surprise. “What has West
been doing?”

“Making a damned fool of himself,”

Winters replied disgustedly. “Never
saw the President so angry. Did be

give West a dressing down? There’s

not a whole square inch of skin left

on him. Then the Russian ambasstidor

turned up with his comforting little note

and the President slipped into the tank

to cool off.

“Ever since then I’ve been trying to

find out whether the army has any more
political sense than the navy. Green

should be able to tell us when he turns

up. But first we’ve got to think up

some way of muzzling West and keep-

ing him from gossiping like an old

woman.”
While Redding and the senator lis-

tened in silent amazement, Winters re-

lieved himself in short, jerky bursts of

disgust at the story of West’s incredible

indiscretion. The admiral, it appeared,

had proudly confided to the President

what he considered his brilliant scheme

for penetrating the enemy’s defenses.

When Count Tori called on West to

convey the compliments of the elder

statesmen of his courteous nation to the

friendly American admiral, and to talk

over the prospects of world peace and

the good work of the League of Na-
tions, he had taken along his sister to

meet the distinguished American sailor.

The admiral admitted that he had

been captivated by the girl’s exotic

beauty and her brilliant mind. Her
grasp of world politics was both wider

and firmer than that of her brother,

and her cosmopolitan outlook took in

a broader view of world affairs than

was possibly to the count’s narrow, in-

tensely nationalistic outlook. In short,

as Glocwny Winters put it, the admiral

had fallen hard for the girl and bumped
his head in falling.

Tori’s sister, seeming to find a kin-

dred intelligence in the admiral, had

seemed reluctant to leave. The ad-
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miral suggested that Count Tori leave

his sister in his—the admiral’s—^hands

while the count went about his urgent

business. Tori graciously assented, re-

marking that his beloved sister could

not possibly be in better hands. The
admiral took her out to lunch.

Finding the girl an ardent pacifist and
intematicmalist, the admiral saw in her

an ideal ally for young Jarvis who, he
had learned from Count Tori, would
most probably accept a position on the

scientific staff of which the count was
the director. The admiral saw his

chance. Although Jarvis had not yet

been offered the position—much less ac-

cepted it—this was no time to leave

any likely stone unturned.

Drawing on his prophetic imagina-

tion, and remembering Redding’s “his-

torical item’’—the telegram frwn the

elder Jarvis announcing the bankruptcy
of the former fertilizer mcmopoly—the

admiral astutely turned the stone. With
incredible stupidity—according to

Gloomy Winters—West had suggested

to Tori’s sister that she get acquainted

with young Jarvis, should the latter ac-

cept her brother’s generous and flatter-

ing offer, and talk as frankly with him
as she had done with the admiral. She
would find in him a kindred spirit, the

admiral declared. The girl promised to

be on the lookout for the young man
and assured the admiral that she would
be entirely frank with him.

ALL THIS had been detailed by the

confiding admiral himself to the Presi-

dent just before the Russian ambas-

sador arrived. It was then that the

President blew up. Gloomy Winters

added that until then he hadn’t guessed

that the President had it in him. What
he said to West, and the shameful

things he said of West’s intelligence,

would have made the Statue of Liberty

blush. West’s obstinate insistence that

he would swear the girl was to be

trusted, that she was a sincere pacifist

and a confirmed internationalist

—

worth more than a whole fleet of bat-

tleships to the United States—only

made the President worse.

“Don’t you see ?’’ the admiral shouted.

“We needn’t fire a shot. We shall sink

them from the inside. That girl is more
valuable to us than forty million Com-
munists sabotaging the enemy’s dust

factories.”

As the President, already suffering

from the heat, showed alarming symp-

toms of apoplexy at this outburst of the

admiral’s, Gloomy had hustled him off

to the pool. The admiral followed, still

shouting.

“Wait till we get an answer from

Jarvis to the wireless from our intelli-

gence department,” he roared. "Then
you will see.”

“See what?” Atkinson asked sarcas-

tically, interrupting Gloomy’s despair-

ing account of the torrid interview.

“Guess what. Can you figure it? I

can’t. That innocent baby. West, really

believed that the girl would offer to do

young Jarvis’ spying for him and find

out all we want to know. Not as raw

as that, of course. But she was to give

him the pass-keys, and he would only

have to unlock the doors. All as simple

as that. He could use her as a go-be-

tween. Her rank, as Tori’s sister, ad-

mits her anywhere.

“If she couldn’t pry the necessary in-

formation out of her brother, she could

go higher—or as high—in half a dozen

directions. Some one would be bound

to talk, and she could report to Jarvis.

Then he and she could cook up some

safe way of getting the information to

us. Can you beat it?

“I shouldn’t be surprised to hear any

day now that young Jarvis has died of

appendicitis. They will be well within

their international rights if they shoot

him as a spy. So the internationalism

of West’s girl friend will function,

right enough, but not the way he

planned.”
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Atkinson made an informal motion.

“We’ve got to shut him up before he

begins broadcasting again. I move
we recommend to the President that he,

as West’s superior officer ex officio, or-

der West to hold his tongue.’’

“I second that,’’ Redding spoke up.

“Too late,’’ Gloomy demurred. “The
cat’s out. She’s had kittens while our
backs were turned. That reply to the

intelligence department’s wireless that

West was shouting for came just after

the President got the Russian ambas-
sador into the pool. I’ll read it to you.

It seems the boy has arrived.’’

“When?” Atkinson asked.

“This morning—or last night. Fig-

ure it out for yourself. You know the

difference in time between here and
there. I never could remember whether
you add or subtract, or what it does to

the date line if you do. Anyhow, it’s

too damned hot for arithmetic. Jarvis

is there. That’s all that matters to us.

Listen to what he says.’’

Winters fished a radiogram from his

pocket and slowly read it aloud. It

was from Jay, and it was addressed

to the editor who had begged Jay to

favor him with at least a full abstract

of any discoveries he might make—in-

cluding the all-important numerical

tables.

According to an agreement with the

intelligence department, the editor had

telephoned the message in full to the

-secret-service officer in charge the mo-
ment it arrived. This was the mes-

sage:

REGRET I CANNOT COMPLY
WITH YOUR REQUEST AS I AM
ALREADY PLEDGED TO MY EM-
PLOYERS TO PUBLISH FIRST IN
THEIR JOURNALS AND THEY
CONSIDER IT IMPRACTICAL AND
INEXPEDIENT FOR ME TO AT-
TEMPT TO WIRELESS YOU MY
NUMERICAL TABLES STOP I

AGREE
JARVIS

“Plain enough,” Atkinson remarked.

“He is telling the intelligence depart-

ment of the navy to mind its own busi-

ness. His own plan is much simpler

and safer, and he is going to stick to it.”

“Is that all you make of it?” Gloomy
snorted. “You optimists always see the

bright side of everything.”

“I’m no optimist,” the senator re-

torted. “Young Jarvis is exactly where
he was before the so-called intelligence

department began messing things up.

We shall be getting messages from him

before tlie month is out. Want to bet?”

WINTERS did not take liim up.

Turning to Redding, he asked what the

secretary of commerce made of Jay's

refusal to cooperate with the naval ex-

perts.

“I’m no authority on codes,” Red-
ding began diffidently. “But my com-
mon sense tells me that young Jarvis

has been trapped—or thinks he has

—

by that message the intelligence depart-

ment sent him. For one thing, it was

far too long and too detailed. I told

you my objections when we discussed it

before putting it on the air. Was it

creditable that any editor of any sci-

entific journal would have all that

money to squander on negotiating with

one of his authors? On the very face

of it the supposition was absurd. Who-
ewr took that message off the air

turned it over as a matter of course to

some one who would be capable of ele-

mentary caution.

“I do not believe,” he continued

thoughtfully, “thatyoungjands has been

compelled—as yet—to divulge his own
scheme for communication with us. But

I do most strongly believe that he will

not be foolish enough to attempt put-

ting his plan into action. The enemy
is now aware that he is a suspicious

character so far as they are concerned.”

“Go on,” Winters encouraged, when
Redding hesitated diffidently. “You’re

not a rosy optimist.” Seeing the sena-
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tor’s topknot beginning to bristle omi-

nously, Winters hastily shoved a long,

cool drink in his direction. “What were

you going to say. Redding?”
"Only this: It is all speculation, of

course, and it may lead to nothing, but

I think we should bear it in mind in

any future plans we may make. I am
assuming that the enemy now knows,

or strongly suspects, what Jarvis is at-

tempting to do. And I am also assum-

ing that their intelligence department is

at least as competent as our own. What
will they do ?

“The hint our department has given

them is too strong to be ignored. They
will act on it. How? By printing off

a few separate copies of their ‘Trans-

actions’ containing whatever Jarvis sub-

mits for publication. They will print

what he submits, exactly as he submits

it.

“Those are the copies he will see

—

strewn about the libraries and labora-

tories where he works. The others

—

those sent abroad—will not contain

Jarvis’ articles. Then they will set their

best men onto Jarvis’ work to see

whether they can detect a code or any-

thing else suspicious. Our whole

scheme has fallen through.

“There is another possibility,” Red-
ding continued. “Jarvis himself, if he

has as much intelligence as his record

would seem to lead us to expect, may
have had his suspicions aroused by our

intelligence department’s blunder, and

he may put his employers off. Why
should he attempt to publish anything

if he suspects he is being watched as

a possible spy?

“I know nothing of scientific research,

but from what I have picked up from

Lawton and others at the bureau, it is

quite the common thing for scientists to

be too optimistic about their work. They

are always going to get the job finished

to-morrow, or next week ;
and then

some unforeseen difficulty develops and

holds them up for a year. Why

shouldn’t Jarvis keep stalling like that

till he can get away?”
“He will, if he has any sense,” Win-

ters remarked grimly. “Otherwise, we
are not likely to see him again.”

Atkinson sat brooding in silence, his

drink untouched.

“I begin to believe you two are right,”

he said at last. “Even a blind man
could read between the lines of that

message of his. He is telling us that

he is in a tight fix and asking us for

Heaven’s sake to lay off. And I got

him into it. Damn the luck!”

“He’s got brains,” Redding remarked

with quiet conviction. “If we can’t pull

him out, he can pull himself out.”

“I hope so,” Gloomy replied.

“Green’s outfit is seeing what they can

do. Nothing, I expect.”

The buzzer rang.

“That must be Green now. Redding,

you’re nearest the door. Let him in,

will you?”

General Green waved the proffered

drink aside. “Not now, thanks. Well,

our experts checked Winters’ opinion.

Young Jarvis has been turned inside

out by some spy of theirs, and he is

telling us not to attempt to communicate

with him.”

“In any way?” Atkinson asked.

“Yes.”

“Then his own scheme for getting

the biological data he wanted is out,

too?”

“For the present we advise against

using even that.”

Redding had a disquieting thought.

“When does the current issue of the

biological journal go into the foreign

mails ?”

Green actually went pale. “We over-

looked that,” he admitted. “We must

find out at once. I shall see to it.” He
rose hurriedly to put through the neces-

sary calls. “Don’t wait for me. It may
take an hour to raise them at this time

of night.”
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DURING Green’s absence, Admiral
West arrived. He was still smarting

from the sting of the President’s re-

buke, but he had not lost his fighting

spirit. Although his own intelligence

department agreed with Green’s, he
would not admit his error.

“You’re sunk,” Winters remarked
disgustedly. “Why not see if you re-

member how to swim?”
“I prefer to walk,” the admiral re-

torted. “And I don’t need any of your
wind-bladders to keep my head above
water. That boy, I tell you”—he was
referring to Jay

—
“is not communicat-

ing with us because he no longer needs

our help. I have put somthing better

than a code into his hands.”

“That intelligent girl of yOurs, for

instance?” Winters suggested.

For a moment the admiral went white

and speechless, and they feared he was
about to blow up in a real rage. Re-
covering, he spoke calmly

:

“That girl, I tell you, gentlemen, has

more intelligence and more real brains

than the lot of us put together. And
I will stake my life against a plugged
nickel that she is loyal to her ideals.

Even though her whole nation goes in-

sane and starts out to conquer the

world, she will stand where she does

now, on the side of common sense and
common decency.

“I have nothing to be ashamed of

and nothing to retract. Nor shall I

take back anything I have said, even

to the President. As for communicat-
ing with young Jarvis, you will find

that you can do so with ease and perfect

safety, if and when it becomes neces-

sary. ‘That girl,’ as you call her, will

find a way. For the present, I agree,

Jarvis’ message is a clear warning to us

not to attempt to communicate with him
in any way.”

“Too late, I fear.”

They turned, startled, to see Gen-
eral Green standing by the door, which

Redding had forgotten to lock after ad-

mitting the admiral.

Green pulled up a chair and sat down.

“The current issue of the biological

journal was put in the foreign mails

three days ago. The copies of interest

to Jarvis were put aboard with the rest

of the mail about two hours ago. There

is an article by Davisson, MacMillan,

and Spier in the issue. It is in Jarvis’

code.”

Redding sprang up. “Send a cutter

after the mail steamer.”

“Impossible—unless you want to de-

clare war. It is an enemy ship.”

Redding sat down. “That’s that.”

He glanced at the admiral, but said

nothing. West made no comment.

Gloomy took up the item of business

for which the conference had been

called in the first place.

“This is from the Canadian premier.”

He held up a telegram. “For our own
information the premier states that Can-

ada is entering on a full program of

dusting this year. The first complete

dusting of the agricultural provinces

will be carried out at once, before any

considerable snowfall can block the full

and efficient action of the dust.

“The next will be in the spring, just

after the snow melts. The premier in-

forms us that the dusting of Manitoba

was successfully completed to-day. The
President asks us to discuss the prob-

able effect of the complete dusting of

agricultural Canada on our domestic and

foreign markets.”

Gloomy laid the telegram aside, and

toc4< up a sheet of yellow papers.

“This is my own memorandum of the

President’s conversation with the Rus-

sian ambassador. I jotted down these

figures just before coming over here.

They may not be exact, but they are

substantially accurate, I believe. Russia

also is entering on a full dusting pro-

gram immediately. This, of course, in-

cludes Siberia. But it does not include

the disputed territory of Manchuria.
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That, for the next two years, at least,

is to be left in the virgin state—un-

dusted.

“The enemy—if I may call our
friends the dust merchants that—posi-

tively refuse to sell any dust for use

in Manchuria. They ccmtend that the

unsettled political condition of Man-
churia demands that it lie fallow for

the present. The President is trying

to learn what, if any, significance the

omission of Manchuria from the Rus-
sian dusting program may have for our

own situation.

“The Russian ambassador, appar-

ently, sees nothing suspicious in this

singular omission. We are asked to dis-

cuss this—and the whole Russian pro-

gram—in conjunction with the Cha-
dian. If nobody wants to hear the am-
bassador’s statistical forecasts of next

year’s Russian crops I’ll skip them.

“The President would like to have
any conclusion we may reach by eight

o’clock this morning.” Winters glanced

at the clock. “It is now three forty-

five. I do not believe we need spend
much time discussing the situation.

Redding, what do you suggest ?”

“An immediate suspension of our own
dusting program.”

“For how long?”

“The duration of the war—to put it

that way.”

WINTERS turned to West. “How
does that strike you?”

“I pass,” the admiral replied. “Gen-
eral Green is likely to be concerned.

The navy will be out of it.”

Winters nodded to Green. “What
about it?”

“Quite dangerous, I should say. Even
if we had troops enough, I doubt the

wisdom of using them against our own
people. The riots—especially in the

farming area—can be coimted upon to

start within an hour of any proclama-

tion that no further dusting will be per-

mitted.”

“You have not voted,” Winters re-

minded him.

“Very well,” Green replied. “I vote

with Redding.”

“To suspend our dusting program?”
“Yes.”

“You next, Atkinson. So far Red-
ding and Green vote for suspension;

West not voting.”

“Although I am going to vote against

them,” the senator began, “I believe I

understand why Green and Redding

voted as they did. The exclusion of

Manchuria from the Russian dusting

program is something that I do not pro-

fess to understand. Nor, I believe, do
Secretary Redding or General Green

understand the meaning of this most
singular—I would almost say sinister

—

exclusion.

“We all foresaw, in a vague sort of

way, I suppose, that the enemy would

sooner or later sell unlimited dust to

Russia and Canada—our leading com-
petitors for the foreign markets of our

rapidly mounting surpluses. Tlie enemy
will obviously profit by the inevitable

war of cutthroat competition. But this

move on Manchuria was totally un-

foreseen. I can explain it to myself

only by assuming that we have failed

to grasp the enemy’s strategy.”

“That is why I voted as I did,” Green

cut in. “When you don’t understand

the enemy’s strategy it is better to re-

treat in as good order as possible,”

Redding nodded. “If we pull out

now, instead of waiting to be forced

out later when they shoot the dust up
beyond any price we can pay, we shall

be that much ahead of complete dis-

aster. We must get back on our own
feet while we have legs to stand on.

Five years hence—when the treaty ex-

pires—we should be so deeply involved

that a rapid readjustment of our stand-

ards of living would be impossible with-

out revolution.

“Now we face nothing worse than

serious riots. There will be a bad de-
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pression, of course. But we can survive

it, as we shall be a market for the Cana-
dian and Russian surpluses. Five years

—or less—from now, there may be no
surpluses available from Canada or

Russia or anywhere else. By that time

we shall have got over the worst of it.

I say with Green—retreat while we
can.”

Atkinson agreed. “Exactly what I

would say if I thought I understood

what the enemy’s strategy is. But I

don’t, although I fear it is something

none of us has suspected.

“General Green anticipates trouble,

and Secretary Redding half hints at a

panic. I believe we sliall have both on
our heads within twenty-four hours if

we suspend our dusting program. I

have seen panics and revolutions, and I

don’t want to see another of either.

“My vote, therefore, is against sus-

pension. That makes it two for sus-

pension, one against. Mr. Winters, it

is up to you.”

“I vote with Atkinson,” Winters de-

cided instantly. “And I so vote be-

cause I feel we have not yet exhausted

OUT resources of defense. I personally

should like to see final action deferred

until we have reasonable assurance that

young Jarvis has failed. Then I shall

at once change my vote in favor of sus-

pension.

“As things stand, the vote is a tie.

It is up to the President to decide.

Redding, will you get him on the tele-

phone?”

“Will he be up?”

“He told me to call him as soon as

we had voted.”

Redding was halfway to the telephone

when Admii^al West stopped him.

“Wait !” lie said. “The President has

had a hard day. If it is in order, I

should like to withdraw my refusal to

vote. What Mr. Winters said has
changed my mind. May I vote?”

Winters nodded. “Go ahead.”

“I vote not to suspend our dusting

program.”

“Three to two against.” Winters got

up with a prodigious yawn and stretched

himself. “Lord help the man who gets

me out of bed before sundown.”

Atkinson turned to the admiral.

“What made you switch your vote?”

“I didn’t switch. 1 merely voted.”

“Well, what made you do that?”

“Your eloquence, senator. Some-
thing you said reminded me of that

girl!”

“Bah!”
IX.

JAY’S refusal to “cooperate” with

Admiral West’s intelligence department

was inspired indirectly by his talk with

Nara. After seeing her to her state-

room, Jay returned to the bridge and

sat down to think over what she had

told him. The glow they had watched

t(^ether was rapidly diminishing in the

first hint of dawn, and, as it grew
fainter. Jay quickly freed himself from
Nara’s romantic spell.

Had he said anything which could be

used against him? Jay decided that he

liad been reasonably discreet. Still,

Nara might gossip—innocently or mali-

ciously. Jay had not yet made up his

mind whether she was to be trusted with

anything less secret than his name. He
had told her nothing of importance, nor

had he expressed any definite opinion

on the rights or wrongs of the dust

monopoly.

So far he had done pretty well. Then,

with a nasty jolt, he recalled the inci-

dent of the radiogram from the editor.

The effect of that would have to be un-

done. He hurried down to his own
quarters to draft a suitable reply to be

sent off at once.

Entering the laboratory, he found

Sam dutifully waiting for him.

“Hello ! I thought you were in bed.”

“I was, Dr. Jarvis, but I have had
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my sleep. Is there any work for me
to do?”

“Nothing that I know of just now.
Oh, you can wait a few minutes and
take a message up to the wireless room
for me. I want it to go out at once.”

The reply to the editor was a mat-
ter of some delicacy to concoct, and Jay
took his time. It must be a courteous

refusal to publish in America and a
sharp warning to the intelligence de-

partment not to attempt further com-
munication with him. Three preliminary

attempts to put what was necessary be-

tween the lines of the ostensible refusal

were tom up and thrown into the waste-

basket. The fourth seemed to be sat-

isfactory, and Jay typed a copy for the

wireless operator. It was this message
which so upset West and the others.

“Here, Sam, take this up and ask the

operator to send it out immediately.

I’m going to bed. If I am not up, call

me half an hour before we get into

port.”

He began emptying his pockets onto

the table—a package of cigarettes, a
lighter, and his watch. Yawning, he
followed Sam into the sitting room.
“Hurry!”

Sam hustled, and Jay passed into his

bedroom, slamming the heavy door after

him. In forty seconds he was in his

pajamas, ready for bed. But he did

not climb in.

To reach his own sleeping quarters,

Sam had to pass back through the sit-

ting room. Jay waited till he heard the

outer door of the sitting room open,

when he cautiously turned the handle of

his bedroom door. Giving Sam time

enough to cross the sitting room. Jay ,

opened the door a crack. He saw Sam
sneaking into the laboratory.

Jay tiptoed across the sitting room
and opened the laboratory door, which

Sam had closed behind him. Sam—^as

Jay had expected—was busily fishing

the scraps of Jay’s discarded attempts

out of the wastebasket. Jay let him

fish. When Sam had the lot in his hand.

Jay walked in.

“I forgot my watch. Cleaning up
before you turn in ?”

“Yes, Dr. Jarvis.” Sam smiled ex-

pansively. “I like to do my cleaning

up at night.”

“So do I. Good night, and don’t

forget about calling me.”

Jay did not tell Sam that he had
carefully prepared the discards for

Tori’s edification. By this simple trick

he confirmed what he had suspected

from the first: Sam was more than a

first-rate mathematical hack ; he was not

half so engagingly green as he looked.

Their relations would continue pre-

cisely as before; but Jay felt relieved

to know that Sam, after all, had more
talent as a mathematician than as a spy.

No competent spy would have blun-

dered into so elementary a booby trap

as that which had caught poor, simple

Sam. Jay slept soundly till Sam called

him.

The engines stopped just as Jay fin-

ished dressing.

“See that all my junk gets ashore,”

he called to Sam. “I’m going up on
deck.”

Nara greeted him near the gang-

plank. “You missed your breakfast.

I’ll bet.”

“That’s not all I missed. Last night

I missed my watch.”

“Oh, did you find it?”

“Sure ! I mislaid it on purpose.” He
gave her a meaning look. “Sam helped

me to find it.”

Nara looked startled. “I see,” she

said. “Here comes my brother.” She
hailed him. “Poor Jay has had no
breakfast.”

“Neither have I,” Tori admitted. For
once he actually laughed. “Have you
told him our plans ?”

“I was leaving that to you.”

Tori explained that he and Nara
would be delighted if Jay would be their

guest for as long as he cared to stay at
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their house. “My house, I liad per-

haps better say, as Nara is there only

when she is home, which is not often

—

with her trips to Eurc^e and America,'

to say nothing of out-of-way parts of

her own country.”

Jay protested that he would put them
to too much trouble; he could easily

find comfortable quarters at a hotel,

and, anyway, he would be in his labo-

ratory most of the time.

Then he caught Nara’s signal. She
was fingering her wrist watch and look-

ing him straight in the eyes. It might

have been a mere coincidence, but he

thought not. Should he chance the

spies in Tori’s household or try his luck

with those at a hotel? Probably it was
fifty-fifty, and Nara would be better

company than anything he was likely

to meet at a hotel.

Holding his breath for a moment, he

let go a delicately poetical acceptance in

Tori’s own language. They were both

delighted, for he really had got it oflF

rather well.

“Sam has taught you a lot in so short

a time!” Nara exclaimed, clapping her

hands.

“He has,” Jay agreed, and he saw
that she understood. “I wouldn’t give

that boy up for his replica in platinum.”

AS they walked down the gangplank,

Tori explained that the boat was to con-

tinue its cruise, as only government offi-

cials connected with the dust industry

were permitted to land on this particular

island. For the first time Jay noticed

that they three and Sam were the only

ones getting off the boat. Scores of

curious tourists hung over the side, ey-

ing him enviously.

They all knew who Count Tori w&s;

most of the men had tried to get a

dance with his beautiful sister. Now
they evidently mistook Jay for some one

of extraordinary importance traveling

incognito. Jay grinned up at them and
ironically lifted his hat in farewell.

“Well,” said Nara,
“
‘we are here,’ as

Pershing remarked to Lafayette. Let

me telephone out to the house so they

will have breakfast ready when we get

there.”

She hurried off to the tiny waiting

room at the far end of the pier. Tori

and Jay followed slowly, and Sam
dashed after Nara, evidently to do some

telephoning of his own. In the excite-

ment of getting ashore. Jay had not

properly taken in all of Tori’s remarks.

One came back to him now.

“Why did they let me land? I’m not

a government official.”

“But you are connected through your

fundamental science with the dust in-

dustry,” Tori e.xplained.

It was the first time Tori had come
out with his real object in engaging Jay.

Jay did not exactly like his employer’s

frankness. It made him feel like a

slave. The little man suddenly stiff-

ened and became pompously formal.

“And I now have the honor to in-

form you that my master, graciously

confirming my recommendation, has

conferred upon you the rank of com-

mander in the scientific division.”

Jay was overcome. What was the

correct thing to do on such an occasion ?

Embrace the donor? Shake hands?

Salute ? Being unable to decide, he nod-

ded his head and mumbled something

that meant nothing at all.

Tori seemed satisfied and continued

his remarks. Although everything w-as

phrased in the politest language, Tori

let Jay infer that he was now virtually

a prisoner and that Tori was his jailer.

The long and the short of what Tori

decently veiled in the equivocations of

diplomatic verbiage was simply this

:

Jay was on the island now and he would

get off when it should please Tori to

let him go. All those engaged in sci-

entific work on the island were in the

same fix. In work such as they were

engaged. Tori explained, secrecy was

essential, and one of the safest ways
AST-6
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of insuring secrecy was to remove all

possible temptations to chatter before

outsiders.

The island was in no sense a jail or
a penal colony

; indeed it was one of the

most beautiful and most salubrious spots

on earth. Nor were the workers being

detained against their will. Not one
of them, Tori declared, would dream of

stepping aboard any boat sent specially

to take him off. One and all were in-

tensely happy to be there and to be do-
ing their work in perfect freedom, for

they knew that they were working for

the highest possible good, namely, the

good of their country.

Tori permitted himself to express the

hope in passing that Jay would become
so enamored of the life that he would
apply for citizenship' in the great nation

which Jay’s fellow workers were serv-

ing so loyally, so unselfishly, and so

gladly.

To set Jay’s mind at ease. Tori as-

sured him that he, being an American
citizen, would of course be permitted

to leave whenever he chose. But, Tori
added, he did not anticipate that Jay
would want to leave for quite a time.

Jay agreed. He felt sure the place

and the work would suit him perfectly.

While Tori was talking. Jay had been
interestedly scanning the ocean. No
land was visible on the horizon, but six

huge battleships, fuming slowly by, re-

lieved the monotony of the cheerless

gray expanse.

“On patrol?”

Tori nodded. “We cannot take the

risk of a sudden raid on our labora-

tories by agents of an unfriendly com-
petitor.”

In the far distance Jay made out a
long procession of about two hundred
ships swiftly plowing north.

“The fleet?”

“Not exactly. That is the first fly-

ing squadron of the dust transport.”

“Bound for the United States, I sup-

pose ?”
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“No; Canada. I ordered the con-

signment for the last of the autumn
dusting forward yesterday. The snows

have already begun to fall in the more
northerly sections.”

“I didn’t know Canada was going in

for dusting on a large scale.”

“Total. Russia also.”

“Business must be booming.”

“It is,” Tori agreed. “And it will

break all records when your fellow

workers take their next step forward.

By the way, will your preliminary re-

port be ready for communication to our

physics club ? It holds its weekly meet-

ing to-morrow afternoon at four.”

“I doubt it. Several unexpected

snags have stopped me in midstream.”

“There is no hurry. Take your time.

Yours is fundamental work, and if you
try to hurry you will only become nerv-

ous and be unable to go on.”

Nara joined them. “Breakfast will

be ready when we get there.”

“Fine!” said Jay. “How did you
manage to get ashore?”

“What do you mean ?”

“According to your brother, only

government officials connected with the

dust industry are allowed to land here.

What’s your official job?”

“Being the one exception.” She

laughed.

“Yes,” Tori spoke up with an un-

pleasant inflection
; “she talked the high-

est authorities into letting her come here

—when she is not too busy elsewhere

—

to take care of me. She said my health

needed her sisterly supervision.”

“It does,” Nara insisted quietly. “For
one thing you work far too hard un-

less I am around to distract you.”

Tori was about to vent some pettish

reply, when Nara caused a diversion by
flagging the family chauffeur.

“Here’s the car.”

THEY hurried in and were rapidly

whisked away from the shore toward
the heavily timbered mountains. Pres-
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ently they began to climb, and soon they

were whirling along a well-paved road

by the side of a foaming mountain tor-

rent.

Jay, absorbed in his own specula-

tions, paid but scant attention to the

excited exclamations of his companions

as they recognized familiar landmarks.

For once Tori seemed to have forgotten

the burdens of imperialism on his self-

important shoulders. Somewhat to his

surprise. Jay discovered that the

would-be empire builder could lose him-

self in unaffected ecstasy over the bril-

liant hues of the dwarf mountain
maples.

The entire pass through which they

sped had been skillfully landscaped to

a more wonderful beauty than that of

nature itself. Their speed slackened,

and the car glided out onto a small pla-

teau. Glancing back toward the ocean.

Jay was startled to see the red and
white of a square cross inclosed in a

circle showing here and there through

the treetops on the long slope toward
the water.

“Hospitals?” he asked Tori.

“Hospitals and rest homes.”

“But why the Red Cross trade-mark

painted all over their roofs? This

doesn’t look like a military area.”

“You forget the cruising range of

modern bombers,” Tori reminded him.

“But who ” Jay began.

“That is not for me to suspect. How-
ever, I need only remind you that one

of the nations with whom we are on

the friendliest terms at present has a

large naval beise about a thousand miles

from this island. We trust to their

friendship for us to note the red crosses

and to observe the conventions of civi-

lized warfare—should they be tempted

to bomb our scientific establishments

from the air.”

“Civilized warfare!” Nara broke in

contemptuously. “Those helpless casu-

alties in the wards will be ^e first to

be gassed.” She turned on her brother

with something like exasperated fury.

“Why dcai’t you come to your senses

and realize that you are living in the

twentieth century and not the sixteenth?

“If you really want to protect your

casualties you will forget all your silly

ideas of chivalry and have those red

crosses painted over with green to-mor-

row. Camouflage the roofs, instead of

making targets of them that even a

drunken boy of seventeen on his first

raid could not help hitting. I really be-

lieve you want your casualties cleared

out of the way.”

She stopped abruptly, almost panting

with contempt for her smug brother.

Her outburst—possibly because it had

occurred before Jay—moved him to a

show of anger, and he rapped out a

staccato reprimand in his own language.

Nara only smiled contemptuously.

Then, waiting till she had cooled off,

she flung at him two short sentences,

neither of which Jay could understand.

Their tone, however, was plain enough.

Tori was speechless. Recovering his

self-control, he turned to Jay.

“I must apologize for our behavior.

Please think nothing of it—neither of

us would dream of breaking the sacred

obligations of hospitality by making a

guest uncomfortable. It was just one

of our little brotherly-sisterly argu-

ments.”

“Sure!” .said Jay. “I was always

arguing with my sisters. We never

meant anything by it. But you spoke

of casualties. What put them on the

sick list?”

“Overwork,” Tori informed him

curtly.

“Then I needn’t worry.” Jay

laughed.

Nara had been following their con-

versation critically. She now picked up

the speaking tube and gave the driver

a sharp order. Tori eyed her ccJdly,

but did not interfere. The car slack-

ened speed and made a U turn. The

red crosses came into view again, and
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“Tuberculosis?” Jay whispered.

Nara shook her head. “The staff

calls it overwork. So don’t over-

work, Jay.”

the car turned down a side road through

the forest directly toward the hos-

pitals.

“Perhaps Jay would prefer breakfast

before visiting the hospitals,” Tori sug-

gested in his usual even voice.

“This is not to be a tour of inspec-

tion,” Nara retorted. “He need see only

what overwork does in its first stages.

It may be enough to warn him not

to work too hard. Some other day he

can see what happens to those who dis-

regard the first warnings of common
sense.”

The car stopped before one of the

larger buildings.

“A rest-cure home,” Nara informed

him. “Everything that is humanly pos-

sible has been done to give the place

an air of peaceful quiet.” She indi-
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cated the trailing flowers in hanging

baskets along the airy veranda. “Even
the flowers have been carefully chosen

—delicate blues and lavenders. The
chairs would invite even the most ener-

getic to sit down and rest or sleep. No-
tice the subdued harmcmy of the colors

and the softness of the matting.”

They climbed up the easy steps to the

broad veranda.

“Now,” she said, “see how perfectly

the patients harmonize with the furni-

ture.” She called their attention to the

landscaping in front of the building.

“That, too, is part of the cure. The
patients melt into it.”

Jay looked at the listless men sit-

ting or lying in easy cane chairs down
the length of the cool, shady porch. The
eyes of most were closed; a few gazed

listlessly out over the soft contours of

the shrubbery to the dark, emerald

green of the stunted firs in the back-

ground.

“Tuberculosis?” Jay whispered.

Nara shook her head. “The staff

calls it overwork.” She glanced chal-

lengingly at her brother. “The men
from the Central College of Medicine

have no name for it. They say it is

like pernicious anaemia in its first stages.

These men are all in the first stage.”

She lowered her voice. “The man with

white hair in the third chair from the

end—on your left—is passing into the

second stage. There is no cure.”

Jay studied the face of the third man
from the left. The man’s eyes were

closed, but he was not asleep, as he

was carrying on a steady conversaition

in a husky monotone with the man on
his right. At a first glance there was
no marked difference between this pa-

tient and the others. On studying his

face more closely, however, Jay noted

that the skin had a peculiar transparent

appearance, as if the flesh beneath was
translucent yellow wax or tallow. Nara
led them back to the car.

“Dmi’t overwork,” she said to Jay
as he todc his seat beside her.

Tori seemed slightly put out. He
minimized what they had seen.

“There will be nothing like this when
we learn how to take the next step for-

ward. And it cannot be long delayed

now.”

JAY could not help wondering

whether Tori was expecting him to

take the next step. It was growing in-

creasingly clear that the scientific divi-

sion of the dust industry did not know
exactly what it was doing.

Nara interjected an ironical com-

ment: “There is no victory without

casualties.”

Tori, being insensitive to irony,

eagerly seconded her: “No; and these

men are as truly sacrificing their lives

to their country as if they had fallen

on the field of battle.” He sighed pro-

foundly. “They will be hard to re-

{^ace. It is always the best and the

bravest who fall.”

Nara shot Tori a glance which he

missed. She seemed about to speak,

but changed her mind. Her brother

was hc^less. As the car drew up in

front of a concrete-and-steel bunga-

low almost completely covered with

flowering vines, she gave her brother a

parting shot.

“After all,” she said, “I believe you

are right in having the red cross painted

on the hospital roofs.”

“Of course,” Tori agreed eagerly.

He thought Nara had recovered her

common sense.

Her next remark undeceived him.

“Yes,” she said. “It would be much
better for those men to be gassed or

blown to bits than to sit there dreading

the second stage and then having to go

through with it.” She darted into the

house. “You show Jay to his rooms.

I’ll <Mily be a minute.”

If Jay had expected to find Tori and

his sister living in something charm-
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tngly native, he was soon disillusioned.

The long, rambling house was modem
and scientific to the last detail. Only the

solitary picture—a small masterpiece

—

on the wall of the sitting room made
him aware that he was in a foreign

country.

The massive thickness of the walls

and the huge arched girders of the ceil-

ings instantly caught his curious atten-

tion. Although he had never seen the

inside of a bombproof shelter, he imag-

ined that such a place must be con-

structed like this singular dwelling

house. Having washed up, he hastened

to join his hosts in the breakfast room,
which Tori had pointed out in passing.

Nara was deftly arranging three yel-

low irises in a slender vase on the table,

gayly chatting with her brother as she

did so. Their recent tiffs seemed to

have been forgotten—possibly by a

mutual agreement to behave in a civi-

lized manner before their guest.

“You sit here,” she directed Jay.

“The maid will be here in a moment
with the orange juice. You see,” she

said, laughing, “we shall have a real

American breakfast as a housewarming.
For lunch I have ordered something not

quite so flat.”

Jay ventured a rather delicate ques-

tion as he took his seat: “Is there a

red cross painted on the roof of this

shack ?”

Tcwi, as usual, took him seriously.

“No,” he replied. “To mark this with

the red cross would be in violation of

the Geneva code, which permits the use

of the cross only on hospitals.”

Nara hastened to reassure their

guest. “You needn’t be alarmed. The
house is bombproof and can be made
gasproof in three minutes by closing the

electrically operated steel doors. If

there should ever be an air raid—which

I’m sure there won’t—I would much
rather be under a steel-and-concrete

shelter than trust my luck under a six-

teenth of an inch of white-and-red paint.

Here’s the orange juice.”

“Nara is right about the improbabil-

ity of a raid,” Tori said. “But we
should be guilty of criminal folly to

neglect any precaution for any possible

contingency, no matter how remote.”

“You bet !” said Jay.

X.

THE FIRST three weeks of Jay’s

work on the island passed pleasantly

enough. Tori and Nara apjjeared to

have agreed on an armistice; certainly

they had no more rows in Jay’s pres-

ence, and they laid themselves out to

make his stay in their bombproof bun-

galow comfortable. They never in-

truded on his privacy, but always

seemed glad to see him at breakfast

and dinner, or when he drop])ed into

their sitting room on the way to his

own quarters

After the first week. Jay took his

lunches at the clubhouse with the rest

of the scientific staff; so he saw his

hosts tc^ethcr only in the mornings and
evenings. As Tori seemed to be over-

whelmed with work, Nara and Jay fre-

quently dined together alone.

On such occasions Nara talked with-

out restraint of her work for interna-

tionalism and peace. She also was ex-

tremely busy, and Jay soon learned that

Nara was no parlor pacifist expanding

in a vacuum. And as he came to ap-

preciate in some degree the wide scojie

and the intricate ramifications of tlie

vast movements which she directed

with all the skill of a seasoned stra-

tegist, his respect for her rose steadily.

FrcHTi half-serious flirtations over the

dinner table, their conversations gradu-

ally took on a more serious tone, and
they discussed impersonal things

—

when Tori was absent. When lier

brother presided over the table, Nara
never alluded to her work or to world

politics. Possibly this was part of their
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working agreement for keeping peace

in the household, for poor Tori always

grew restless and irritated when Jay
inadvertently made some remark touch-

ing the field of Nara’s interests.

Jay found himself gradually believ-

ing in her
;
she was what she professed

to be and nothing else. And then, natu-

rally enough, considering the nature of

his own work, he wondered whether

he could use her.

He rather despised himself for these

practical speculations, but salved his

conscience by remembering that all is

fair in love and war. Jay was not in

love, and Nara was too busy to en-

courage him in anything less serious.

At the lunches. Jay soon made
friends among the scientific staff—after

the ice had been broken by his own
frankness about his work. At first

they were inclined to treat him with

formal courtesy. That phase soon

passed, and Jay was accepted as one

of them. Some of the older men even

went out of their way to be friendly.

More than once Jay suspected them of

wishing to confide in him.

Something seemed to be troubling

them, but they could never quite bring

themselves to the point of speaking out

what was in their minds. Possibly, he

though, they wished to warn him of im-

pending danger. As Jay had already

seen plenty in the laboratories to make
his blood run cold when he speculated

on the possibilities, their outspoken

warning was not needed.

Contrasted with scientific workers of

other nations, these sober seekers of

factual truth were a queer lot. Deadly

earnest in everything they did, they sel-

dom smiled, and a laugh or a jdce was
beyond them. Unlike the men Jay had
known—personally and by reputation

—

these scientists played no games. Cards

or their equivalent were unknown in

the clubhouse. A tennis court had not

been even imagined. At lunch, instead

of the usual joking and gossiping, these

men talked incessantly of their work
and of what their fellow scientists the

world over were doing. They seemed

to have read all the current journals,

and to have more than a talking knowl-

edge of what was going on elsewhere.

Jay marveled that their digestions

could stand the strain. It began to get

on his nerves. One day his neighbor

at the lunch table gravely asked Jay

what he thought of a profound mathe-

matical paper on spectrum analysis that

had come to the physics library the day

before. At the moment Jay was try-

ing to get the meat out of a crab leg.

He let out something halfway between

a sob and a yell of despair and replied

that he had not yet had time to look

at the article and doubted whether he

ever would. His neighbor went gravely

on with his own shellfish and between

mouthfuls insisted on giving Jay a de-

tailed, critical review of the article in

question.

“How do you do it?” Jay asked in

wilted wonder.

“Do what?” the meek little reviewer

asked.

“Put fish in and take mathematics

out at the same time. My own stomach

is all upset, and I’ve only been listen-

ing.”

“But I do not take the mathematics

out of my stomach,” the man protested.

“Then where do you get all that stuff

you’ve been throwing up?”
Probably the earnest little man did

not quite fdlow the colloquial English.

Anyhow, his reply was disconcertingly

grave.

“From my soul,” he said.

“Heaven have mercy on mine!” Jay
muttered under his breath.

The next day he picked a less serious-

looking companion. But it proved to

be a false move. The new man spoke

no English, but was fluent in a bizarre

sort of pidgin German which he had

acquired as a student in Berlin.

Jay’s German was unequal to the ter-
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rific strain of translating the hashed

gutturals into sensible visual images,

and all he got out of that lunch was a

bowl of soup and a confused memory
of leaky vacuum pumps battling vali-

antly against a barbarous horde of

cracked condensers.

AT THE BEGINNING of the

fourth week Jay began to sense the

first stealthy advance of the overwhelm-

ing depression which was presently to

haunt him like a waking nightmare.

One day a kindly okier man whom Jay
had grown to like appeared to be in

perfect health. The next, he crept into

lunch, pale and listless. The following

day he was absent. To Jay’s inquiries

the missing man’s friends replied with

a shrug and the curt explanation “over-

work.” Evidently it was the accepted

formula, officially imposed. When Jay
asked whether his friend would be back,

they said that he would, as soon as he

had “rested.”

“Is it the first stage?” Jay asked.

His question was politely ignored.

To a young man fully conscious that

he was alive and healthy, the experi-

ence was profoundly disturbing. These

fanatics—in his secret thoughts Jay
rather brutally lumped them all under

one head, although many obviously

were there under compulsion—^these de-

voted truth-seekers might be willing to

lay down their lives for the continued

prosperity of their country, without a

murmur of protest, but Jay was not.

Unless he could get out of it with his
,

health intact he would kick himself for

a fool for having blundered into it in

the cocksure assurance of youth. At
the moment he would have gladly ex-

changed all his prospects of ever dis-

covering the secret of the dust for a

guarantee that he would never be com-

pelled to take a “rest cure.”

But there lie was, and there he must

stidc till his wits could get him out of

it. There was nothing to be done but

to grind at his job and forget about

“overwork.” But be made a secret vow
not to look in a mirror again

;
he could

shave by touch.

During the first week his fellow

workers had left him to do exactly as

he pleased. Then began a subtle pres-

sure on him to hasten his work. They
said nothing definite, but the casual al-

lusions to the “fundamental” character

of the dissertation which had made Jay
notorious—^if not exactly famous

—

gradually became more frequent. Then
others dropped hints about their own
inability to get over the last hurdle in

their own work which the lack of one

simple, fundamental fact prevented

them from clearing.

Jay’s extension of the periodic law,

they declared, had almost helped them

over the last obstacle, but not quite.

Was he still working in the same gen-

eral direction? Could they be of any

assistance to him? Perhaps Seventeen

—Sam, for short—was too slow for

Jay? When were they to have the

honor and the pleasure of listening to

Jay’s preliminary report, of which

Count Tori had given them such glow-

ing accounts?

Jay replied shortly that he couldn’t

say, as the whole investigation had gone

sour on him. Privately he resolved to

keep stalling them off till the last pos-

sible moment, when further stalling

would only arouse their active hostility.

Behind all this constant, gentle pres-

sure, Jay imagined he detected the

strong arm of his friend Tori. Well,

let him keep on shoving a little lemger;

Jay was just beginning to feel at home.

The final shove came sooner than he

had anticipated. It nearly sent him
sprawling on his face.

On the Tuesday morning of his

fourth week on the island. Jay went

early to his study in the main library

building. Neither Tori nor Nara had

appeared at breakfast; Tori was sleep-

ing late after working all night, and
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Nara had left very early to drive over

for a visit to some old friends on the

other side of the island. Consequently

there was no temptation to linger over

the last cup of coffee. Entering his

combined laboratory and study, Jay
found the industrious Sam already at

work.

“Go and fetch me whatever new
journals came in yesterday afternoon.

I don’t feel like working yet, and I’ll

just browse around a bit.’’

Sam returned in a few minutes with

a small armful.

“The American mail arrived yester-

day,’’ he said, dumping the lot on Jay’s

desk. “There are some new French
and German ones, too.’’

“Thanks, Sam.” Jay ran his eyes

over the pile, taking in the familiar

backs of the periodicals. He glanced

up at Sam. “Don’t y»u ever take an

hour off?”

“No, Commander Jarvis.”

“Commander? Haven’t I told you
not to make a monkey out of me? I’ll

help you to remember by commanding
you to go now emd take a long walk.

Don’t come back till lunch time.”

“Yes, comm—I mean Dr. Jarvis.”

“Beat it, before I send you walking

for a week.”

Jay got up and locked the door after

Sam. Then he dived into the pile and

grabbed the biolc^ical review in which

Davisson, MacMillan, and Spier were to

have attempted to communicate with

him. He devoutly hoped that they had

tried nothing so risky. Had the in-

telligence department correctly inter-

preted his message to their “cooperat-

ing editor”? One glance at the back

cover of the journal was enough.

“Sunk!”

THEN he grew angry, not with him-

self, but with the secret service for hav-

ing been so stupid—as he mistakenly

imagined—as to misinterpret his pat-

ently obvious request to them to lay off

him altogether. How could they have

been so blind? Calming down, he

searched the journal for some definite

clue to its actual date of printing. He
found what he wanted in the notations

left by the printers at the foot of the

inside back cover. By a little arith-

metic he soon deduced that his message

might well have been too late by a

margin of a few hours.

“Gosh, I hope it was! If not, they

keep on sending me bales of stuff for

Tori to read.”

He turned to the article by the three

biologists. There it was. The title

gave it away to Jay’s guilty eyes; the

three had followed his suggestions to

the letter.

“After all this fuss I hope they have

managed to get something of value

through to me.”

They had—or at least they thought

they had. The code which Jay had

given them was imprinted on his mem-
ory for life—he had never trusted it

to paper after telegraphing it to Sena-

tor Atkinson from Chicago. He now
turned to the first tabulated list of

measurements in the faked paper. The
eleventh, twelfth, eighteenth, and

twentieth measurements had the digits

7,9,3,8 as the next to the last. This

being the agreed “signature” 7938, Jay

knew that the biologists were sending

him the information he had requested.

To get it, he had now only to read the

eleventh, twelfth, eighteenth, and

twentieth terminal digits. This gave

the number 1280.

“Twelve eighty?” he repeated aloud

incredulously. “Why, they’re crazy

!

He hurled the journal across the room
and jumped up, tipping over his chair

with a crash. “Crazy as loons!”

Some one was rapping at the door.

“Come in !” he shouted, forgetting

in his excitement that the door was
locked. Seeing the handle turn he re-

membered. Striding to the door, he

flung it open. “What do you want?
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Oh, excuse me, Tori, I thought it was
that pest Sam come back again. Come
in. I missed you at breakfast this

morning.”

Tori rubbed his liand across his fore-

head. “I worked all last night and I’m

feeling rather off. You are overwork-
ing, too”—he missed the startled look

on Jay’s face
—

“and I thought we might

clear our heads by taking a spin through

the woods in an open car. What do
you say if we drive over to the other

side and pay Nara a surprise visit? We
can get there in time for lunch with

her friends. I know they will be de-

lighted to meet you. Come on!”
“Fine!” said Jay. “Are you driv-

ing?”

“I don’t feel up to it, so I brought
the chauffeur.”

“Better and better. I myself don’t

feel like driving this morning.”

Tori started. He peered for a mo-
ment into Jay’s face. “You are just

tired and nervous—like me.”

While they were talking. Jay was
fully aware that Tori was observing the

overturned chair and the disordered lit-

ter of journals on the desk. As they

passed out, Tori’s casual glance took in

the biological journal where Jay had
flung it. He said nothing, but Jay
knew, as positively as if Tori himself

had told him, that he owed this friendly

call to the good offices of the pestifer-

ous Sam.
That faithful spy, no doubt, had hur-

ried over to report in full to Tori the

moment Jay threw him out of the study

—to get rid of him, as he fondly

thought. Now Tori knew exactly what
journal it was that Jay had wished to

read in privacy, away from the prying

attentions of the solicitous Sam.

Jay could have kicked himself for a

careless fool, but it was too late now
to do any good. He could only specu-

late on Tori’s next move and trust that

his own friends in America would send

him no more messages. Otherwise, he

had a strong premonition that he might

soon work himself into a “rest cure.”

Why the devil hadn’t he picked up the

telltale biological journal and put it with

the others before opening the door?

Oh, what a fool he had been! In this

frame of mind he silently climbed into

the back seat of the car with Tori and

resigned himself to a pleasant drive

through the crisp morning air.

Nara was indeed surprised to see

them. Whether she was also delighted.

Jay could not decide. Her friends were

an elderly couple and their son, an as-

sistant to one of the key men in the

scientific division. The young man
looked about Sam’s age.

The family had the use of a small

cottage on the seashore. They were en-

joying a brief vacation. The son, it

appeared, had not been feeling very

well of late, and his chief considerately

let him off to go fishing. He had been

far out early that morning; his catch

was to be the main course at lunch.

The old people were evidently of

peasant or fisher stock. Both were

now attached to the scientific division

in humble capacities, the wife as a fil-

ing clerk and the husband as clerk in

charge of one of the storerooms for

chemical supplies.

When Tori and Jay arrived they

heard sounds of animated talk issuing

from the flimsy little cottage ;
after they

appeared the talk dried up. The old

folks were friendly enough. Tlieir wel-

come to their unexpected visitors was as

gravely courteous as the traditions of

their race demanded, but it could not

have been called effusive. Jay won-

dered whether he and Tori had inter-

rupted one of the energetic Nara’s con-

ferences.

THE SON had a certain dogged look

about the eyes, as if he was not entirely

satisfied with his lot in life. His ex-

pression when he looked at Nara

—

without her knowledge—was one of ab-
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solute devotion. It was the sort of look

a private might give the commanding
officer in whom he has implicit trust.

There was not a hint of love or senti-

mentality in the young man’s glances.

Jay set him down as likely to be a cool,

rather dangerous, customer in a scrap,

and he wondered what the four had
been discussing so spiritedly when he

and Tori interrupted them.

Tori greeted the young man affec-

tionately. Jay learned that his official

name was “Five.” Tori used no other.

“Well, Five, how is the fishing?”

The query was spoken in the ver-

nacular. To his surprise and delight.

Jay found that he followed the mean-
ing perfectly, thanks to Sam’s efficient

instruction and his own attentiveness at

the lunch table. Venturing a remark
himself, he asked the young man in his

own language whether he had caught

any crabs.

Nara was listening. She clapped her

hands. “Fine! I couldn’t have done
better myself.”

She gave the young man a rapid in-

struction which Jay could not follow.

Speaking very slowly and distinctly, the

fisherman replied that he had caught

exactly five crabs about an hour before

Jay arrived, which was only right, as

his name was Five. It was the first

time Jay had ever heard one of these

people attempt anything but a deadly

serious statement of fact.

“Keep after him, Nara,” he said,

“and in time he will crack a real joke.”

“You don’t know these people as

they really are. By themselves, doing

the things they really like to do, and
not strutting around with toy swords,

they are as happy and jovial as any

people on earth.” Seeing that her ob-

servations had irritated her brother,

she quickly changed the subject.

“Shall we take a stroll down to the

beach before lunch?”

“I’m on,” said Jay.

Tori and the others declined. The

parents said they would stay behind to

put the lunch on the table, and Five

evidently wished to talk with Tori. As
they strolled off. Jay heard Tori con-

gratulating Five that his indispKJsition

was not serious enough to demand a

real “rest cure.”

“Who are they?” Jay asked when
they were safely out of earshot.

“Just old friends,” Nara replied

lightly. “They go back to work to-

morrow.”

“Internationalists ?”

Nara evaded the direct question.

“They are not very keen for all that

sort of thing,” she said, indicating two
of the battleship patrol steaming slowly

by, far out to sea. “Nor is the son

anxious to be forced to take a ‘rest

cure.’
”

“I see. It must be very difficult to

know whom to trust in your kind of

work.”

“It is, very ! But what about your

own work?”
“How do you mean?”
“You are finding it hard to know

whom to trust.”

“Oh, I don’t know.”

“Would you confide in me, for in-

stance?” she asked.

“What have I to confide? Every-

thing is going along smoothly. I’m do-

ing the job I came here to do. That’s

all there is to it.”

She gave him a searching look. “You
are upset about something. Did any-

thing happen this morning?”

“Nothing out of the usual.”

“Then why are you so down?”

“I may as well tell you. Seeing those

poor devils at the rest home the day I

arrived gave me more of a jolt than

I realized at the time. This morning

your brother gave me an unintended

jab that made me feel pretty sick for

a minute or two.”

“What did he say?”

“It was just a slip. He meant noth-

ing by it. I’m sure.”
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“But what was it?” she persisted.

“Well, he said I looked overworked.

You know what they mean by that

around here.”

She stopped abruptly. “Stand still.

Turn your face away from the sun and
let me see.” She scrutinized his face

closely. “You are all right,” she said.

“But keep away from the high-voltage

buildings.”

“I shall—as long as I can. Is that

where most of them tire of their jobs ?”

“There and in the biological build-

ings—the laboratories and the green-

houses.”

Jay was startled. “The bidogical

buildings ? I didn’t know they were
doing any biological work here.”

“They are. A lot. Some of my
friends on my brother’s staff say it is

the most important of all the work being

done here.”

“But I’ve seen no hint of it,” Jay
protested. “Of course the principal

biological journals are lying about in

the main library, but that means noth-

ing. Any modern scientific library sub-

scribes to all the main lines as a mat-
ter of course.”

“Perhaps we can drive back past

some of the laboratories this afternoon,”

Nara suggested. “Then you can see

for yourself.”

“What are they working on?” Jay
demanded coolly.

Nara laughed. “Are we exchanging

confidences ?”

“Tell you in a moment. You first.”

“Very well. I have been told—^by

our agents, of course, not by my brother

—that the main work is bound up with

tests of the improved dust they are

making all the time on seeds and young
plants.”

“Is that all? Don’t they experiment

with flies at all?”

She regarded him quizzically. “It’s

your turn now. How is your work
progressing ?”

“Not so fast. My preliminary report

seems further off than ever.”

“Good boy!” she murmured. “I see

I did make some impression on you
that night on the bridge.”

“No, honestly, Nara, I’m not stalling.

I’m stuck.”

She scanned his face critically. “I

believe you,” she said. “Can I help?”

JAY THOUGHT FAST. The code

message, with its “1280,” had com-
pletely upset his preconceived notions

concerning the dust. After the first

shock he realized that however unex-

pected the biologists’ 1280 was, it was

not impossible. To test a theory which

was beginning to crystallize out of his

doubts, he must perform the experi-

ment of Davisson, MacMillan, and

Spier, no matter how crudely, by him-

self.

Unskilled as he was in the proper

technique, he yet felt that lie could do

a good-enough job to see whether they

had missed the mark by anything of

the order of 500. Although he had ex-

pected a number less than 2000—the

theoretical limit of his scale—he had

anticipated nothing like 1280.

“You could help me,” he said.

“How? Tell me; and if it is pos-

sible, I’ll do it.”

“This may sound rather queer.” He
laughed. “But I hate to go singing

small potatoes to your brother.” See-

ing that she missed the slang, he ex-

plained as formally as if he were lec-

turing. “It is simply this; I came

here fully expecting to extend my work

on the periodic law. Your brother is

growing impatient—he says nothing,

but I know how he feels. I can’t blame

him. He has been telling the staff for

a month that I am ready to report. I

have not reported.

“This morning, most unexpectedly, I

learned something that has caused me
to modify the assumptions on which T

was working—radically. What I have
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done will not be thrown away or wasted.

But it must all be checked over again

from a new angle. To do this, I shall

need a sample of the latest improved
dust. It must be the very latest form
they have made—any other would be
useless for my check. Can you get it

for me? I could ask your brother, of

course, but I should hate to have to

admit that my work is not going as

well as I hoped.”

“Have you told me everything?”

Nara asked quietly.

“No. But I am asking your help.

You offered it, you know.”
“Tell me just one thing more: Will

it be necessary for you to work in the

biological laboratories?”

“I don’t know. Why?”
“They furnish most of the casualties.”

“Then I’ll keep out of them if I can.”

“And the high-voltage rooms, too, if

you can, where they generate the hard- ;

est X rays. I have warned you about

them already.”

“I know. Can you get me that sam-
ple of the dust? A mere pinch would
do—less than half a teaspoonful. But
it must be the latest.”

Nara did not commit herself, and Jay
could not make out whether she agreed.

“It would be very difficult,” she said.

They heard a faint shout behind

them, and turned to see Tori hailing

them. It was lunch time.

“You two must like exercise,” he

said when they joined him. “Not for

me.

“It would do you good to take a walk

with Nara once in a while,” Jay re-

marked. “I feel all bucked up.”

“You forget that she is my sister,”

Tori responded gloomily.

“Then take some other fellow’s sister

for a walk. It’s what you need.”

The lunch passed off quite gayly.

Nara behaved herself and even let her

brother lecture Five on the nobility of

the work he was doing for the good

of his country. After lunch Nara

begged Five to show her his crab-fish-

ing outfit. To see it, she had to accom-

pany him to the little shack behind the

cottage. When she returned she pro-

posed that they—Tori, Jay, and herself

—return together. She could drive, and

let the chauffeur take her own car back.

Tori readily agreed.

“I am going back the long way,” she

said. “It’s going to be such a beautiful

evening.”

By this simple subterfuge. Jay was

taken on a personally conducted tour by

moonlight through the parks surround-

ing the miles of glass houses and the

imposing biological laboratories. Poor

Tori, exhausted by his sleepless night

and weeks of hard work, slept most of

the way. They did not rouse him to

view the laboratories.

“Do you notice anything about those

greenhouses?” Nara asked in a low

tone as they sped by one of the experi-

mental stations.

“What makes them glow like that, as

if they were lighted up by sodium

vapor ?”

“The dust. The glow is the same

kind as that we saw from the steamer.

Have you found out yet what causes

itr
“No; and I’m not likely to.”

To be continued.



Twelve Eighty-Seven
Part IV of an epic serial novel

by JOHN TAINE

UP TO NOW:
The “enemy'" has been selling a

stramge new fertilising “dust” of ex-

traordinary potency to the Umted States

in exchange for agricultural surpluses

raised by the dust. American experts

have been unable to discover the com-

position of the dust.

Young Jay Jarvis has joined the en-

emy research staff to carry on his ex-

tension of Mendeleef’s periodic law,

having been engaged by his university

friend Count Tori, director of the en-

emy dust industry.

Jay has formed a sincere, if cautious,

friendship with Tort’s half-sister Nara,

the daughter of Admiral West of the

United States navy.

Hitherto only the United States has

been sold the enemy dust; now the en-

emy is to sell to Russia and Canada,

but not to Manchuria. This rouses the

suspicion of the President’s cabinet,

who believe the enemy is waging a new
kind of war on us with the dust whose

effects, so far, have been wholly benefi-

cial. They decide to suspend the dust-

ing immediately, until Jay, whom they

are backing, can discover its secret. He
is now on Tori’s scientific island. He
and Tcm are ostensibly good friends.

On arriving at the island, Nara in-

sists on showing Jay the patients at one

of the hospitals. These men are all

former members of Tori’s staff who are

now suffering from a baffling and in-

variably fatal disease which they call

“overwork.”

The hospital roofs are painted with

the red cross, as in a war area. Nara
says the patients had better be bombed

than wait for death. Tend’s “cottage’’

is bombproerf and gasproof.

Jay lives with Tori and his pacifist,

internationalist sister, Nara. All are

very busy; Tori directing his scientific

staff, Nara orgemizing her secret allies

on the island, and Jay trying desperately

to find a clue to the secret of the dust.

By a cipher in an American biological

journal, the American geneticists have

told him their discovery that 1280, on

Ja^s scale, is the number of the radi-

ations emitted by the dust. This is to-

tally unexpected by Jay, who had looked

for a much smaller number. Tori

catches Jay with the journal, says noth-

ing, but shows that he suspects Jay of

treachery. From Nara, Jay learns what

he did not suspect—the most important

and most dangerous work on the island

is experiments on plants and flies.

XI.

T he next day at lunch there

was a terrific uproar. From the

excited voices and the sharp,

short gestures, Jay imagined that some

terrible disaster must have overtaken

the nation. Men he had never seen be-

fore—he learned later that they were

key men from the biological laboratories

—were haranguing tense groups of

workers from the chemical and phys-

ical divisions, and one frantic exhorter

was even standing on a chair the better

to make his dire message carry.

Although he strained his attention to



Quickly, and behind locked doors. Jay made his test.

He was careful to trust nothing to paper.

catch what they were saying, Jay found

the rapid speech in their own language

too much for him. Presently he thought

he detected something that sounded like

“America” or “American.” The word
was repeated by other speakers, and

Jay became aware that speculative,

somewhat contemptuous, glances were

being cast in his direction. It flashed

through his mind that the United States

had declared war, though why he could

not imagine.

The racket rose to a crescendo of con-

tempt and indignation. Jay edged to-

ward an exit. Just as he reached it.

Tori entered. The word passed quickly

that the “commander in chief” had ar-

rived, and silence ensued. Jay noticed

that Tori carried a copy of the biological

journal with the coded message. It was
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tightly rolled up, and Tori carried it

not unlike a field marshal’s baton.

“Wliat’s all the excitement about?”

Jay asked, boldly taking the initiative.

Tori greeted him in his usual friendly

fashion. “Nothing much, Jay. Three
of your fellow countrymen have made
fools of themselves. That is all.” He
unrolled the journal and opened it at

the article by Davisson, MacMillan, and
Spier. “One of our men in the experi-

ment station read this yesterday morn-
ing as part of his regular routine of

keeping abreast of the literature in his

line. As you see, it deals with the ef-

fect of hard gamma rays on fruit flies

and purports to be a study of the fluctu-

ations of the fertility of the flies under

varying exposures to the rays.”

Jay nodded. “Something on the or-

der of H. J. Muller’s work, where he

found he could make the flies produce

freak offspring practically at will by
dosing them with X rays?”

“In the same general direction, we
ourselves have carried out thousands of

such studies. And this”—Tori tapped

the page
—

“is another investigation of

the same sort by three of your leading

geneticists.”

“Have they found something new?”
An eager knot of researchers had

gathered round them to hear Tori’s re-

marks. Tori seemed to be enjoying

himself.

“New? It is nonsense!”

“Then,” said Jay, with an ill-advised

attempt at levity, “it probably isn’t

new.”

Tori trembled with rage, or excite-

ment, or both. How dared reputable

scientists publish such rubbish in a rep-

utable scientific journal ? Five minutes’

perusal by an expert would suffice to

show up the utter rubbish which these

dishonest investigators were parading

before the scientific public as the rec-

ords of laborious experiments faithfully

performed.

Jay had an inspiraticm. Waiting till

Tori ran himself out of steam, he played

his first hesitant card.

“Is this what all the talk here has

been about?”

“It is. Our workers take their sci-

ence seriously.”

“So I have noticed. And I take mine
seriously, too, but not as an affair of

life and death. However, that is a mat-

ter of national temperament, beyond
arguing. When I came in and heard

all the shouting, I thought war had been

declared. Several of the speakers—

I

thought—^mentioned America several

times. That, and the shouting, threw

me off.”

Tori followed what Jay was saying

with the closest attention. In spite of

the concealed dynamite in the situation.

Jay could not help registering a mental

note that Tori at the moment looked

exactly like a beady-eyed mouse con-

centrating on a difficult mathematical

problem—if mice ever do concentrate

on such things. He could only hope

that Tori would fail to solve his prob-

lem.

THAT Tori suspected the truth—at

least up to the point that the fake meas-

urements probably concealed a message

to Jay—seemed fairly certain after all

that had happened. But that Tori or

any cryptographer in his secret service

would ever decipher the code seemed

wildly improbable. Although he knew
very little about such things. Jay still

considered his code spyproof.

Probably, he, thought. Tori’s experts

would exhaust their ingenuity search-

ing the message for concealed scientific

information of military value. As the

message contained no such information,

he felt reasonably secure.

Tori’s suspicicwis would naturally be

sharpened, and he might set half a dozen

spies onto the suspect to assist the faith-

ful Sam, but Jay felt that he could put

up with it. His blunder could be turned

into a brilliant success provided he
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played his cards well. Not crediting

the biologists’
“
1280,” he must check

it for himself as best he could
;
and his

carelessness—or the intelligence depart-

ment’s—over the matter of the code had

put the means for an expeditious check

into his hands.

Tori seemed to resent Jay’s allusions

to the shouting of his fellow workers.

Jay had meant them to annoy him.

“Your attitude,” he said, “is all part

of your code.” Jay almost jumped ,,at

the word, but Tori meant it another

way. “You Americans consider it be-

neath you to get excited about things

of the mind.”

Jay felt relieved. “When we are

among ourselves we take that pose, per-

haps.” The small crowd of listeners

seemed deeply interested, and Jay con-

tinued: “But where there is no need

to pretend, we drop the pose, and make
as much of our own work—such as it

is—as your people do of theirs.”

Tori and some of the others looked

politely skeptical.^Jay decided it was

time to convert them by a practical dem-

onstration.

“As I am the only American here, I

can afford to be natural. Why should

I hide wliat Count Tori has always said

I really feel?” he demanded of the

crowd. “Just before he offered me the

honor of a position on his scientific staff,

he told me that I was as jealous for

the honor of my country as he is for

the honor of his. Why should I deny

that he was right? There is no other

American here to make me feel ridicu-

lous.”

The approving murmur which' greeted

this open confession encouraged Jay to

proceed.

“To convince you that the honor of

my country and the reputation of its

scientists are as dear to me as are those

of Count Tori to him, I shall ask him,

as a special privilege, to be allowed to

witness a repetition, by skilled genet-

icists, of this incomprehensible work of

my fellow countrymen, Messrs. Davis-

son, MacMillan, and Spier. Has any

one attempted to duplicate their re-

sults ?”

There were head-shakings and rais-

ings of eyebrows.

One of the key men from the biolog-

ical laboratories took it upon himself

to answer: “Does not Commander
Jarvis know that such experiments with

fruit flies take several days?”

Jay apolc^ized for his unpardonable

ignorance. Physical chemistry, he re-

gretted, had consumed the whole of his

small stock of mental energy. But

would the distinguished scientist who
had just spoken tell them by what

method he had proved the measure-

ments of the American geneticists to

be nonsensical rubbish?

“By looking at them,” the biologist

retorted.

Jay threw up his hands in a gesture

of hopeless surrender. “If that is the

spirit of science, I don’t know what

science is. In America they used to

teach us that ‘experiment answers all.’

You gentlemen seem to have discovered

a shorter kind of answer.”

The debate precipitated by this

shrewd thrust at the very foundation

of their scientific integrity nearly

brought the clubhouse down. One fac-

tion—talking German, mostly—insisted

that no experiment was necessary to set-

tle the question. Another group, shout-

ing in English, held that the accepted

theory of mutations in fruit flies un-

der the influence of gamma rays was

only a theory, after all; the American

geneticists might have made a new dis-

covery of fundamental importance,

which it was the obvious business of

Count Tori’s scientific staff to investi-

gate immediately.

A third faction, headed by Tori,

talked in undertones among themselves

in their own language. Jay let them

fight it out among themselves, confident
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that he should win. A.t last Tori clapped

his hands sharply lor silence.

“I should like to ask Commander
Jarvis what he thinks would be the out-

come of a repetition of the experi-

ments.”

If it was intended as a trap, Jay neatly

side-stepped it.

‘‘As I have said, I know only one

kind of scientific truth—^that which is

reached by experiments that can be

duplicated anywhere, at any time, by
competent experts. So I cannot predict

what w’ill come out of a repetition of

work about which I know nothing.

“But I can guess this much, from
what I know of the care with which

American scientific journals are edited:

If this work proves to be as meaning-

less as some of you seem to think it is,

then, I think, we shall find that the fault

is the printers’. Dishonesty on the part

of some compositor—a whole ‘form’

may have been dropped at the last mo-
ment, and the damage not reported as

it should have been—would account for

a great deal. So I do not know what to

anticipate.”

THE MAN who had exposed Jay’s

ignorance of genetics as applied to fruit

flies, now very handsomely made a mo-
tion that Jay’s first suggestion be

adopted and that Jay be invited to view

the experiment. After some scattering

discussion. Tori put the question and

the motion was carried unanimously.

Jay thanked Tori, saying that he had

expected no less from a corps of work-

ers the least eminent of whom under-

stood thoroughly the nature of science,

and who were imbued with the essence

of the scientific spirit.

He now felt that the key to the secret

of the dust was practically in his hands.

A few days in their biological labora-

tories, with ample opportunity to note

technical peculiarities of the apparatus

in use. would give him the hint he

lacked toward a complete solution of his

problem. When he had solved it, it

would be time enough to begin worry-

ing how to get the solution to Senator

Atkinson.

Jay left the clubhouse with the bi-

ological expert who made the motion

to cheek the American experiments.

“You have had no time to look into

genetics?” the expert asked politely.

“I’m sorry to have to admit it. Our
American training must l>e much nar-

rower than what your scientific work-

ers get. They all seem to know some-

thing of every branch of science.”

“Perhaps the men here are not a fair

sample. They are quite highly selected

from the best. The dust, you see, is

an exacting taskmaster. With one hand

it touches the innermost secrets of life,

and with the other it reaches after the

mysteries of unliving matter. Pardon

me a moment ;
this man wishes to speak

to me.”

The man proved to be Jay’s acquaint-

ance of the previous day, the assistant

Five. He exchanged a few words with

the expert and turned away toward the

entrance to the clubhouse. As he did

so, he brushed awkwardly against Jay’s

side. Apologizing, he hurried away,

without giving a sign that he had ever

seen Jay before.

“The assistant of one of my col-

leagues,” the expert courteously ex-

plained. “You are perhaps thinking of

studying our language?”

In answer Jay replied in the language

that he was doing his best. The expert

congratulated him sincerely on the ex-

cellent progress he was making. A car

drove up to claim the pleasant man, and

Jay found himself alone. He reached

into his coat pocket for his cigarette

case, feeling hopefully for anything else

that might have found its way into his

pocket.

It was there—a paper package no

larerer than a short cigarette stub. Nara

had succeeded in delivering half a tea-

spoonful of the dust to him. He lighted
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a cigarette and hastened to his labora-

tory.

Sam, as usual, was plodding away at

his interminable mathematics. Jay gave
him a new job that would keep him out

of the way for several hours.

“Go to the main library and get me
all the data on the radioactivity of the

elements in the rare-earth group.”

Sam offered a mild protest.

“But Comm—Dr. Jarvis, there is

very little material on that subject. I

do not recall any papers dealing with

the radioactivity of the rare earths. Are
they not inactive?”

“Practically so,” Jay admitted testily.

“Did you think I was so green as not

to know that? What’s the matter with

you fellows? Nobody around here

seems to think I’ve been graduated from
grammar school yet. It isn’t the prehis-

toric stuff on spontaneous natural radio-

activity tliat I want, but the recent work
on induced, artificial activity. Get it?”

Sam was overcome with shame.

“I have been so busy keeping up with

all this damned quantum mechanics”

—

it was the first time Jay had heard the

industrious Sam swear
—

“that I have

had no time to follow the experimental

work.”

“Why, Sam!” Jay ejaculated.

“Didn’t they tell you at the mission

school it is naughty to cuss ? But don’t

apologize. Hustle!”

Sam rose with alacrity, genuinely glad

to escape from his endless calculations.

This time Jay made no mistake. He
turned the safety catch and then locked

the door with the key. Slipping the

key into his breast pocket, he set about

his preparations for a little extremely

elementary experimenting. Should Tori

or any one else decide to pay him a
friendly call, it would take him several

seconds to locate the key, and he would

not absent-mindedly throw the door

open before he had time to conceal the

evidence of his simple activities.

ALL Jay needed for the test he had

in mind was a sensitive chemical bal-

ance and an accurately calibrated device

for measuring small volumes of pow-
ders. Both were available in his com-
bined study and laboratory.

The sample of dust which Nara had

succeeded in sending him measured up
a little more than half a cubic centi-

meter. He measured out exactly that

amount and proceeded to weigh it with

great accuracy on the chemical balance.

A quick calculation on the slide rule

gave him what he wanted—the specific

gravity of the sam^. He was careful

to trust nothing to paper.

Next he took from a trousers pocket

a small cylindrical box which had not

been out of his pocket since the hour

he left his father’s office. This con-

tained the sample of the commercial

form of the fertilizing dust which he

had obtained from his father. With
equal precision he now determined the

specific gravity of this dust.

The result confirmed a suspicion

which he had entertained for some tiine

:

at least one form of the “improved

dust” on which the biological division of

the scientific staff was experimenting

was not exactly the same as the com-

mercial form used in the United States.

The specific gravity of the improved

form was definitely higher by at least

two one hundredths of one per cent

than that of the commercial form.

The obvious explanation of the dis-

crepancy of course was that the im-

proved form contained some denser

ingredient than the commercial dust. In

a sense, as Jay discovered later, this

was true. But the sense in which it

was true was trivial, and by itself could

never have led to the secret of the dust.

His next step, he hoped, would take him

considerably further.

As he had just concluded his arrange-

ments for getting into the biological

laboratories, he felt for the first time
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since arriving on the island that he was
making real progress.

Neither Nara’s sample of the im-

proved dust nor his own of the com-
mercial variety being of any further

use to him, he poured both down the

sink and turned on the taps. To make
sure that the inquisitive Sam should

find nothing to excite his curiosity, he

also destroyed the paper which had con-

tained Nara’s sample and the cylin-

drical box by burning them in the flame

of a gas torch. The ashes followed the

dust down the drain.

Jay was fast mastering the psycho-

logical habits of Tori and his men.

That Sam would have told Tori by this

time that Commander Jarvis had locked

himself in his study was almost as cer-

tain as twice two is four. Would Tori

repeat his friendly visit of the previous

morning? And if so, on what pretext?

It rather amused Jay to speculate. To
make everything appear natural, he

peeled off his coat and sat down at his

desk. Soon he was lost in his work.

To heighten the effect, he had left the

door locked.

The first tap on the door passed un-

noticed. Jay heard the second. Grin-

ning, he waited for the third. After

some hesitation it came, a little more
insistently than the second. Jay shoved

back his chair with a scrape and got

up to unlock the door, making as much
fuss about it as he could. As he had

expected, he found Tori smiling up at

him.

“Sorry to disturb you. Jay,” he be-

gan, innocently taking in the indubitable

evidence of hard mental labor. “You
were just in the middle of something?”

“That’s all right. The rare earths

stick out like a sore thumb on the new
extension of the periodic law I’m work-

ing on. I just sent Sam over to the

main library to comb the literature.”

Tori seemed unaffectedly delighted.

“You are on the track of another funda-

mental discovery. I know,” he insisted,

brushing aside. Jay’s embarrassed pro-

test. “There is the same gleam in your

eyes there was before you made the

other one.”

“That’s just the effect of yesterday’s

drive in the open.”

Tori anxiously scanned his friend’s

face. “You feel all right to-day? Not
tired?”

“Never felt better in my life.”

“Then it will be safe enough, I ex-

pect. You will be there for only a few

days.”

“Where-?”

“The genetics-experiment station. I

just came to tell you that I have made
the necessary arrangements for you to

follow a repetition of the work of your

fellow countrymen.”

“Thanks, Tori. You don’t know how
much I appreciate it.”

Tori’s reply made Jay feel rather

cheap. It was evident that the ex-

cessively nationalistic little man meant

exactly what he said.

“I think I do. Jay,” he returned

quietly. “You remember how I have

always said the honor of your country

is the driving force behind your work,

and not the personal, petty ambition

which you like to throw over your true

motives. Our people understand these

things instinctively. Not all of yours

do. Because you are one of the rare

exceptions, I am deeply gratified to be

able to help you.” He hesitated, then

went on somewhat soberly: “Although

I share the convictions of our experts

that the work of your countrymen is

nonsense, I would rather have it other-

wise. Do not take it too hard if the

experiments prove our experts right.”

“I shan’t. But if they do, I shall

certainly write a stiff letter to the edi-

tor. Whoever v.-as responsible for that

careless job of printing should be fired.”

Tori regarded him with melancholy

eye. “Perhaps it is best after all that

we should keep our faith even when h
is based on a delusion.”
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“Rut mine isn’t!” Jay expostulated. -

“1 shall not argue with you.” Tori

smiled. “Au revoir. I shan’t be home
to dinner, hut I shall see you in the

morning before you start.”

XII.

JAY dined alone. The maid who
served him said that Nara had gone for

a long drive by herself, but would be

back about midnight.

The fedlowing morning he did not

wake up till half past eight. Being half

an hour late for the usual breakfast

hour, he hurried through his dressing

and hastened to the breakfast room.

Before he reached it, he heard his

hosts’ voices raised in violent alterca-

tion. They were speaking in their own
language, far too rapidly for Jay to fol-

low. He tiptoed away, thinking to get

out of the house unobserved. Just as

he reached the front door, he heard

Nara exclaim in English:

“I shall tell him myself I”

He heard a chair shoved back and

rapid footsteps. She spied him.

“Oh, there you are! Is it true that

you are going to work in one of the

biological laboratories ?”

“Yes
; if your brother’s offer still

holds good.”

“It does. Have you any idea of the

danger ?”

“There can’t be anything very dan-

gerous about experimenting with hard

gamma rays on fruit flies. There must

be scores of laboratories all over the

world engaged in the same sort of work
at this moment. Any danger from burns

is negligible.”

“What you say may all be true. I

don’t know. But I do know that the

biological laboratories here keep our

rest homes and hospitals well supplied

with casualties. Why must you do it?”

“For the honor of his country.” It

was Tori, emerging from the breakfast

room, who had spoken.

“Honor!” Nara flashed. “Are you
never going to grow up and forget your

silly medieval ideals of chivalry? This

is the twentieth century.”

Tori went white with fury. “You
can use that tone to me in private, but

not before a guest. If you do not con-

trol your tongue, I shall have you sent

away.”

“Try it!” she scoffed. “Your master

himself may take a hand. Your as-

sumption of authority is growing just a

little bit too presumptuous.”

Wishing he could escape or sink

through the floor, Jay edged away.

Nara sharply called him back. “We
must have this out. My brother talks

of honor. Is a fantastic crusade to

vindicate your fellow countrymen—he

has teJd me your crazy plan—worth the

risk of a lingering death? At your

age?”

“But, really, Nara, you exaggerate

the danger out of all reason. There

simply isn’t any worth considering.”

“If you won’t believe what I say you

must see it with your own eyes. G>me
on.”

“Where are you going?” Tori de-

manded.

“To Hospital Ten.”

“I could forbid you,” he said slowly.

“On this island I am dictator. Our
master has delegated his authority to

me in all scientific matters.”

“This is not a scientific matter,” she

retorted. “It concerns a human being.”

Tori shrugged his shoulders. “I shall

not exercise my authority. After all,

you are my sister. Jay shall go with

you if he wishes. Then, if he chooses,

he may abandon what you—with your

advanced modern views—call his ‘fan-

tastic crusade’ to vindicate the honor of

his nation.”

He turned away.

“Cheer up. Tori !” Jay called after the

retreating figure. “What you said yes-

terday was true. I haven’t the slight-

est intention of changing my mind. I’m
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just going with Nara to preserve diplo-

matic relations in the family.” He
smiled at Nara. “Bring on your dragon,

fair lady. I’ll bet it’s only a garter

snake.”

“You shall see,” she returned grimly.

“I will do the driving. The chauffeur

dislikes going where we must.”

“All right. Suppose you pick me up
after lunch? I promised to give Sam
something to do this morning.”

AFTER LUNCH Nara called for

Jay at the club.

The first four or five miles passed

in silence. Nara seemed rather ashamed
of herself for the dressing-down she

had given her brother before a guest.

Thinking the frost had lasted long

enough. Jay broke the ice: “Thanks
for that sample.”

“Of what?”

“Dust, of course.”

Nara was not in the mood to acknowl-

edge any part in the transaction. “You
don’t trust me,” she said.

“Well, to be quite plain, Nara, why
should I?”

“You will trust me less when you
hear what advice I have to give you.”

“About keeping out of the biological

laboratories ?”

“No. You will have to decide that

for yourself after we have visited the

hospital.”

“Then what is it?”

“I am not sure that I should give you
any advice. You might only misinter-

pret my motives and think I am trying

to spy on you—double-cross you, as the

Americans say.”

“After all, Nara, how can I tell that

you are not double-crossing me ?”

“I know of no possible way you could

tell.” Then she added, a trifle mali-

ciously : “Unless you were to use your

common sense. But I suppose you are

too scientific to do anything so sensible.”

Her reply nettled him. It also made

him think, not wisely, perhaps, but

shrewdly.

“Between ourselves, wasn’t that little

show this morning staged for my
benefit ?”

“What do you mean?”
“Didn’t your brother put you up to

it? Not crudely, of course, but rather

to convince me that you are not on his

side?”

“So that you would confide in me?”
“Something of the sort.”

“And then, I suppose, when I had
picked your mind I was to present my
brother with what I found?”

“Why not? If you and I were in

America, and our positions were re-

versed, would you trust me?”
“Perhaps not.”

“Then why do you expect me to trust

you?”
“Didn’t the sample of dust which the

son of my old friends stole for you at

great personal risk to himself suggest

anything to you?”
“That’s just it, Nara. It suggested

a lot. For all I know it may have been

a trap.”

“If you are as wide awake as that,

let me give you my advice now, before

you go to sleep again. Don’t attempt

to communicate in any way with your

biological friends in America.”

Jay was startled, but he kept his head.

“Sometimes you talk in riddles. What’s

it all about, anyway?”
“This road is rather narrow and too

winding for talking while I’m driving.”

“So you won’t tell me?”
“In a moment. I am looking for a

safe turn-out. There is one about a

quarter of a mile farther on.”

THEY rounded a sharp curve.

About fifty yards ahead they saw one

of the regular turn-outs, spaced every

mile or so along the narrow mountain

road. Nara slowed down and parked.

“This will do. A high bank on one

side and a precipice on the other, with
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a rushing torrent at the bottom. We
are not likely to be ctverheard. Do you
know where I was last night?”

“The maid said you had gone for a
drive by yourself.”

“Not quite. I sat here for three

hours with a very dear friend. I picked

him up at a lonely spot in the woods
not far from the clubhouse, just after

dusk, and offered to drive him home.
He said he would rather talk to me
than to his wife.”

“Trying to make me jealous?”

“Hardly! My friend is seventy-two

years old. Perhaps you saw him yes-

terday at the clubhouse.”

“I do remember an old gentleman

with thick white hair and tortoise-shell

glasses. He was one of the crowd lis-

tening to me speechifying.”

“Yes. He told me all about it, and
he remarked how clever you seemed to

think yourself.”

“Nice of him.”

“You can’t realize how nice. That
man is not only a great scientist, but

one of the most skillful statesmen in

the cabinet of my brother’s master.”

“He did look like my idea of one of

the famous elder statesmen, now that I

recall him,” Jay remarked. “What else

did he tell you?”

“A great deal that should interest you.

For instance, all about the suspicions

of my brother’s secret-service agents

—

they are not his personal agents- of

course, but the government’s. Your as-

sistant Seventeen—Sam, you call him

—

is one of them, but he does only routine

work of an inferior grade in the di-

rect spying. His knowledge of prac-

tical human nature is about zero.”

“So I have guessed for some time.

You remember I told you about catch-

ing him rooting around in my waste-

basket. What do these hypothetical

agents suspect—if anything?”

“I was coming to it. All that non-

sense in the biological journal which

your American friends wrote conceals

some sort of a code.”

“Rubbish!”
“It may well be. But why were you

so rash as to swallow the first bait my
brother dangled in front of your nose?”

Her slightly mocking tone enraged

Jay.

“Your brother dangled nothing be-

fore me!”
“You didn’t even see it?” she mocked.

“Look before you eat, hereafter.”

“I’m looking. Hard ! Is that a hook
in your hand? You must take me for

a blind sucker.”

“Sometimes I’m almost tempted to.”

She sighed impatiently. “I suppose I

shall have to open your eyes for you.

Why, oh, why did you threaten to write

‘a stiff letter to the editor’ if the biol-

ogical experiments should come out the

way my brother’s experts say they

must? Don’t you see tliat was just

what the secret service was trying to

trap you into saying? You plan to

send out a code message in your ‘stiff

letter,’ for the editor to pass on to the

United States secret service. And that

message will contain the secret of the

dust—when you find it.”

Jay still kept his head. “If your

brother’s agents are so good at guess-

ing, how is it they haven’t guessed this

imaginary code of mine?”
“Give them time,” she replied softly.

“They are patient and they are very ex-

pert.”

“Almost too expert for their own
good. Who has been filling you up
with fairy tales this time? Leaving

out your highly imaginative deductions,

where do you pick up your supposed

facts ?”

“All that I have told you,” she an-

swered calmly, “came from my old

friend—the man you saw. He has

known me since I was a year old. He
has known my brother longer. My
brother relies on his realistic knowledge

of human nature. That is why my
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brother consulted him about you. In

fact, my friend helped my brother to

prepare the bait which you swallowed.

That interview you had with my brother

in your study yesterday afternoon was
all arranged by my friend. Shall we
drive on?”

“Wait a minute! How do I know
that this friend of yours exists?”

“You saw him.”

“Of course—if that’s the man you
have woven all this romance around.

Sometimes I think you kid me just to

keep your hand in for your next visit

to America. But I’m not falling—yet.

Tell me how I can check up on this

friend of yours. Don’t you see? You
could have made your story out of

whole cloth from what your brother

told you. All you would have to know
would be his account of what happened
yesterday at lunch time, and what we
said when he came to tell me that I

could watch the biologists doing the ex-

periments of those Americans over

again. Given as much as that to work
on I could spin a pretty fair yarn my-
self.”

“I should think you could do even

better,” she said.

“What makes you think that? Try-
ing to flatter me ?”

“No. You are so stupidly suspicious

sometimes—excuse me for saying so

—

that you would see a hundred cross pur-

poses where there isn’t one.”

“ANYWAY, Nara, I admire your

outspokenness. You hit straight from
the shoulder. I’ve enjoyed this hugely.

But why did you go to all this trouble ?”

“Partly because I like you, as I told

you on the boat. Partly because I

think you have the stuff of a good inter-

nationalist in you, and I believe your

help will be necessary to our side be-

fore we can win.”

“Is that all?”

“Not quite. I do not want to see you
shot.”

“Shot? Who would shoot me?”
“Not my brother. He likes you too

well, even if he did bring you here to

steal your work. You see I can call

a spade a spade when it makes things

clearer. No; my brother would never

order your execution. But his friends

would. They would appeal directly to

their master if necessary. And I think

they would be sustained. The death

sentence for spies is perfectly just—as

justice goes in this world—and it has

never been suspended. Your own gov-

ernment might protest, but it could do
nothing. You will be shot if they catch

you spying.”

“Then I shan’t be shot, because I am
not spying.”

Nara did not reply. Putting the car

in gear, she got back on the narrow road

and drove on.

“Is the lesson over?” Jay asked after

a minute or two of silence.

“It hasn’t started yet.”

“Gosh ! When does it begin ?”

“In about an hour. At the hospital.

If that makes no impression . on you, I

may take you for a long drive from

there down to a beautiful little rocky

bay. The moon will be full to-night.”

“Fine! Nothing like a breath of sea

air for clearing the head. I’m not so

sure about the moonlight, though.”

“Neither am I,” she admitted, and

Jay experienced a warm glow. Her
next remark cooled him off. “Some-
times I think that may be what is the

matter with you.”

“Say! If either of us is loony, it

isn’t I.”

For the rest of the drive to the hos-

pital they forgot their worries and
thoroughly enjoyed themselves as only

young people can. They sobered ab-

ruptly when the first of the peaceful

rest homes came into sight.

To avoid disturbing the patients,

Nara crept by at a snail’s pace. Jay
could not avoid looking curiously at the

long row of patients resting in their
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cane chairs the length of the airy porch.

One man, about the middle of the row,

was sitting up, staring mournfully be-

fore him out at the dark-green pines on
the hill. Jay thought he recognized

him.

“Can you stop a minute? I think I

know that man sitting up.”

Nara stopped the car and Jay got

out. He was not mistaken. The man
he had recognized was indeed the gentle,

older man whom Jay had grown to like

at the clubhouse.

“How are you?” he asked, shaking

hands.

The question was unnecessary. ?\.l-

ready the flesh beneath the transparent

skin of the face was the color and trans-

lucent texture of freshly-cut phos-

phorus.

“Rather tired,” the man replied list-

lessly.

Jay hesitated before putting his next

question; “Are you in pain?”

“The first stage is not painful. I

shall avoid the second.”

“You’ll be back at work in a few
days ?”

The man shook his head. “We never

go back. I would not if I could. I

am glad it is all over.”

“Didn’t you like the work?”
“The work was interesting.”

“Then why not take it up again?”

“I do not believe in its purpose. Sit-

ting here dying, I see farther than I

did when shut in by the four walls of

my laboratory.”

“Do you mind if I ask what the pur-

pose of your work was? Please don’t

bother to answer if it tires you, or if

you would rather not.”

“World supremacy for our nation.”

“So I have suspected myself. You
no longer believe it f)ossible?”

“We could achieve it for a gener-

ation, or }x)ssibly a century. Then the

balance would be destroyed. The gain

is not worth the cost.”

Jay glanced along the line of dozing

men. “The cost in all these lives and

the others that have gone the same
way ?”

“These are nothing. They are pay-

ing for their ideals. Most of them
knew they would never come out alive,

yet none regrets his sacrifice.”

“You can’t tell me what the cost

would be?” *

“I do not mind. Our own lives, as

I said, are nothing. They have been

given willingly. But the hundreds of

millions who must perish before the

war is won will not go to their deaths

willingly. They also are human beings

with a right to their lives and their

ideals. We are asking too much of

them.”

“I think I see. Are yOu an interna-

tionalist ?”

“I am nothing but a dying man.”

“Is there anything I can do for you?”
“You might get me a drink of water.

The attendants are all busy at this hour,

and I am too tired to get up myself.

There is a tap in the hall.”

“I’ll find it.”

Entering the lobby. Jay discovered

why all the attendants were busy at that

hour. They were wheeling out the pa-

tients whose condition had taken a defi-

nite change for the worse during the

night. The still forms, including the

faces, were covered with sheets. An
attendant looked up at Jay’s intrusion.

“A friend outside wants a drink.”

The attendant nodded, indicating the

drinking fountain at the far end of the

hall. Jay filled a large paper cup and

made his way back through the sheeted

forms. The attendants were wheeling

them toward a side exit.

“Where are they going?” Jay asked

an attendant.

“Hospital Ten.”

A HAND of one of the patients had

slipped out from under the sheet and
was hanging limply down over the side

of the ambulance. Jay tried not to look
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at the dangling hand, but could not

help himself. His own hand shaking

so that the water spilled, he hurried on.

The tips of the fingers of the hand
he had seen were shapeless lumps of

gray jelly. The texture of the re-

mainder of the hand was still like that

of the face of his friend waiting for the

drink of water. Jay stumbled out to

the porch.

He handed his friend the cup.

“Thank you.”

Jay could have prevented his friend

from slipping the capsule from his hand
into his mouth. A swallow of water

dissolved the thin covering. Jay left

his friend fast asleep. He did not

bother to pick up the cup which had
fallen from the tired hand.

“How is your friend?” Nara asked.

“I left him sleeping.”

Nara started the car as noiselessly as

was possible. “Many go out that way.

Most consider it a disgrace.”

“Did you know my friend?”

“Quite well. If he had lived he

would have joined us.”

“Would he have escaped this if he

had?”

“Probably not. About as many of

our men as theirs go. They all do the

same kind of work. There are far

more on their side than ours, so our

casualties are much less. But the per-

centage is as high.”

They drove on in silence for almost

two hours. Once Jay had been on the

point of making some remark, when he

saw two ambulances ahead of them
round a turn in the road. They over-

took the ambulances and entered an ex-

tensive park with broad, sweeping

lawns. An arrow indicated the way to

Hospital Ten.

“How far is it?” Jay asked.

“Just through those trees. About
half a mile.”

“Slow down a minute.”

She drew off the road and stopped.

Jay thought in silence for a moment.

“How has the work been able to go
on with all these casualties?”

“There were very few at first—not

more than one or two every six months.
Then they began working on what they
call their ‘improvements,’ and the cas-

ualties began to rise. They had fore-

seen the possibilities and the hospitals

were ready.”

“If it keeps up at this rate they will

defeat their own end—whatever it may
be. There won’t be a corporal’s guard
left -six months from now.”

“No,” she agreed.

“Then isn’t that the answer to what
you tell me you are trying to do?”

“No.”

“Why not?”

“That comes in the third part of your
lesson. You haven’t had the second part
yet.”

She started the car. Jay sat specu-
latively gazing at the trees ahead of
them.

“Let’s skip the second part. I saw
enough at the rest home.”

“I imagined you might. Shall we go
on to the third part ?”

“Go ahead.”

XIII.

THEIR LONG DRIVE ended a
few hundred yards frcwn the shore on
the western side of the island.

“Are you hungry?” Nara asked. “I
am.”

“So am I. But I don’t see that wc
can do anything about it in this wilder-

ness.”

In the waning light the small heath

where they had stopped gave an illusion

of immensity. Nara got out of the

car.

“Come on. I’ll see that you get your
dinner.”

Jay followed her down a narrow,

winding path through the heather. As
the last of the daylight faded, the moon
rose, golden, full and enormous. Still

AST—
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Jay tried not to look at the dangling hand, but could not

help himself. They were on their way to Hospital Ten

there was no sign of human habitation.

The path made a sharp turn. Two tall,

graceful spires, five miles or more, away,

suddenly came into view, silhouetted

against the broad disk of the moon.

“There you are,” said Nara.

“What? Do we have to walk to that

wireless station for our dinner?”

“Not unless you wish. The relief

crew lives not far from here. They
are expecting me—but not you. You
are just an afterthought that occurred

AST— 1

O

to me this morning when my brother

and I were arguing.”

Before he knew it, Jay had almost

stumbled over a skillfully camouflaged

cottage. Like Tori and Nara, the wire-

less operators who lived here while oflf

duty were prepared for air raids. In

response to Nara’s knock the door was

opened by a young man, rather taller

than the average of his race, in undress

naval uniform. Two other young men,

similarly attired, rose respectfully from
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the table where they had been playing

some game wlien Nara entered.

Jay noted the look they gave her. It

was the same sort of lode of implicit

trust that Five had given her. She in-

troduced them to Jay ih their language,

with an apology for him that they un-

derstood no English. Jay’s response

elicited polite bows and grave smiles

from the three. Nara laughed.

“Do you know what you said to

them ?’’

“I thought I did. Was it awful?’'

“Not so bad. You told them that

you loved their grandmother.”

“Rather a good beginning. If you

want to talk to them, go ahead.”

“Thanks, I will. First, dinner.”

A ra[ud conversation with the young

man who had admitted them produced

the desired result. Leading them into

a small room on the left of the sitting

room, he summoned his companions to

help him with their guests.

The table had already been set, but

with places for only four. A place was

laid for Jay, and one of the three began

serving the meal direct from the char-

coal stove. The main course was fish

—

somewhat flabby, as Nara was later than

they had expected. During the meal

Jay sat silent while the others talked

so fast that he recognized only a stray

word here and there. When the dessert

was brought on Nara remembered Jay

for the first time since they sat down.

“You must think me awfully rude,”

she apologized, “but I have planned this

visit for three weeks. Any other night

would have found one of the other mem-
bers of the crew here. All the rest are

on the other side.”

“Don’t mind me.” Jay laughed. “I’m

having the time of my life watching

you four uncrowning kings and kicking

emperors off their thrones. You go at

it with such gusto. But aren’t you

afraid you’ll get caught at it some day?

What would you do if your brother

were to walk in on us now?”

“Sit here and finish my dinner, of

course. He knows I have friends.”

“And you and your friends would
keep right on talking?”

“Don’t be silly.”

“ni try not to be. Please tell your

friends for me that their dinner was
darned good, and say I’ll stand them
the best in America any time they come
to Chicago—if I ever get back there my-
self.”

“You will get back,” she said softly.

“Things are black enough, but they

might be blacker. Ill give them your

invitation.”

She evidently made it attractive, for

the three young men rose as cme and

bowed beamingly. Jay also rose and

bowed. When they had resumed their

seats, Nara turned casually to Jay.

“DOES the number 1287 mean any-

thing to you?”

If Jay was startled he did not show
h. “It might mean a lot, or it might

mean nothing. What’s the connection?”

“Still fencing with me? Then let

me tell you that that number—1287

—

went on the air yesterday afternoon,

from the wireless station where these

men work, shortly after you sent Seven-

teen—Sam—^to the library to hunt refer-

ences on the induced radioactivity of

the rare earths. Does that suggest any-

thing?”

“It might. Sure it wasn’t 1280?”

Nara interrogated one of the wire-

less men.

“It was 1287, as I told you.”

“Did anything else go on the air?”

“That is why I asked you about 1287.

The full mess^e was: ‘1287 on Jarvis

scale.’
”

“There is such a number on my
scale. The themretical limit is 2000.”

“You admit that 1287 does mean
something to you?”

“Only what I have told you.”

She searched his f^e for some clue

to what was in his mind.
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“Will nothing that I can say make
you trust me?”

“Tell me what 1287 means.”

“How can I? I have had no sci-

entific training beyond high school.”

“It would be precious little help to

you if you had. I know no more about

1287 than you do.”

“But you said there is such a num-
ber on your scale.”

“I did. But suppose some one were

to tell you that the temperature yes-

terday noon in London was 1287 on

a common Fahrenheit thermometer.

Would you believe him?”
“Not unless there had been a second

great fire of London at that hour.”

“You get the point. So far as I

know there has been nothing like a great

fire in my stuff. It would take some-

thing like that to make me believe that

what corresponds on my scale to 1287

exists. Just like the 1287 for a prob-

ably normal temperature registered on

a common thermometer. If there is

such a thing as what corresponds to

1287 on my scale, I never heard of it.”

Again she tried to read his face. “If

you are not telling the truth you are

being very foolish.”

“To repeat your own question you

asked me a moment ago—will nothing

that I can say make you trust me ?”

Nara looked miserable, and he felt

sorry for her.

“We don’t seem to have got very

far with one another since that night

on the bridge.” She sighed. “In fact,

I am beginning to think you trust me
less now than you did then.”

“What about you?” he retorted.

“I have more to lose than you if I

fail.”

“Fail in what?” he demanded.

“Stopping the indescribable disaster

which must follow if my brother suc-

ceeds. I have told you before. There

is no need to go over it again. I can

see from your face that you remember
what I told you.”

“I remember perfectly. You said the

laboratory men on your side predict dis-

aster.”

“Isn’t that enough to make you choose

my side? All you care about is dis-

covering the secret of the dust—^to save

your country money and incidentally

break my brother’s people.”

Jay was silent. Even if his motives

—from one point of view—could be de-

scribed in Nara’s realistic terms, this

was no time to court failure by getting

too confidential with a subtly charming

young woman. His father’s remark

that all he needed to make him spyproof

was some experience with girls, re-

turned to trouble him, and he wondered

just how much he really knew of Nara,

her professed internationalism, her

pacifism, and her attitude toward her

brother’s fanatical ambitions.

Everything she had done so far could

be interpreted in either of two ways.

Either she was exactly what she pro-

fessed to be, an ardent internationalist

convinced that her brother’s success

would mean indescribable disaster for

the world, or she was an extremely able

spy on her brother’s side.

If the fonner, her moves to frustrate

her brother were precisely that and

nothing more; if the latter, all her ac-

ticwis were being directed to the end of

making Jay part with the knowledge

which Tori’s friends believed he pos-

sessed, and which was essential to the

success of their campaign.

If only he could think of some de-

cisive test to make Nara show her real

hand, he would know what to do. But

no such test suggested itself, and Jay

wisely resolved to watch himself and

avoid, as far as possible, giving her any

lead which might lose him the game.

HARA ROSE from the table. She

thanked their hosts and turned to Jay.

“There is a beautiful little bay about

a quarter of a mile from here. I

thought you might like to sit on the
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cliffs for a while and watch the moon-
light on the water before we drive

back.”

“You bet,” he agreed enthusiastically.

“But I give you fair warning I never

feel very romantic just after dinner.”

“Nor do I.” She laughed. “That is

why I insist on eating first.”

The three young wireless operators

saw them safely started on a shortcut

to the bay, and turned back to their

cottage.

“Nice fellows,” Jay ventured.

“True as steel,” she replied. “They
are taking their lives in their hands, and
they will throw them away, if necessary,

without a regret.”

“Your side seems to have its fanatics,

too.”

“Some might call them that. I don’t.”

“Nor do I,” Jay hastened to apologize,

“if your side is really doing what it

thinks it is.”

“I believe it is,” she said slowly. “But
I have to take the word of our friends

in the laboratories for what I can’t un-

derstand myself. I w'ish they had made
me study more science at college. Then
I could have judged at least whether the

scientists have anything at all to go on,

or whether they are just letting their

nerves get the better of their brains.”

“You have your doubts, too, then?”

“Not really. Something—call it in-

tuition if you like, although that means
nothing—tells me that I am right. I

have worked with so many human be-

ings in so many countries that I must
have learned something of human na-

ture and human motives. Our side is

right, if there is any sense in anything

human.’*

They had come upon the sea sud-

denly.

“There if is !” Nara exclaimed. “Isn’t

it perfect? Look at the reflection

—

oh!”

She stopped with a gesture of im-

patience.

“What’s the matter?” Jay asked.

thinking she had twisted her ankle.

“Let me see.”

“See for yourself. There they are

—

crossing the silver lane of the moon-
light. Can’t they leave even that un-

defiled?”

She sat down on the stunted heather.

Jay cautiously sat down beside her.

“The patrol again?”

Two battleships, about five miles

from the shore, were steaming slowly

by ip the moonlight. Nara was still

staring out to sea, her face a mask of

contemptuous disgust. For once Jay
almost believed he was getting a glimpse

of her mind. If she was acting she

did it extremely well—better in the

moonlight, in fact, than she had ever

done in broad daylight w'ith all her

wits about her and fully conscious of

her audience. When she spoke it was
more to herself than to him.

“You ugly brutes. Some day you
will be abolished.”

“I think they’re rather beautiful.

Jay remarked coolly, “drifting across

the moonlit water like that. What have

you against them?”
“Nothing,” she answered curtly,

somewhat to Jay’s surprise.

“Then why the grousing?”

“Because they are out of date. Medi-

eval. As antiquated as my brother’s

ceremonial sword and armor. If they

must kill one another, why can’t they

forget the melodrama and do it sci-

entifically and efficiently, even beauti-

fully?”

“As the other side—according to you

—is trying to do?” Jay suggested.

“As they would like to do. And as

they will do, unless we can prevent

them.”

“Excuse me for pointing it out, Nara,

but your logic is all haywire. In one

breath you damn out the battleships for

doing their job, and in the next whooj)

it up for something—according to what

you hint—far more devilish. I don’t

get it. Here! What’s the matter?”
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Nara had sunk her head on her arms.

“I hate it all,” she wailed. “Let me
alone.”

His common sense prompted him to

take her at her word. Presently she

raised her head.

“I’m a hysterical fool,” she said.

“Please forget it.”

“There’s nothing to forget.”

“Thanks. I didn’t drag you out here

to look at the moon and listen to my
howling. Let us go on with your les-

sons—this is the beginning of the third

—and last.”

“I’m ready. Shoot.”

“First, what time is it?”

Jay easily read the dial of his watch

in the brilliant moonlight. “Exactly ten

forty-eight.”

“Remember that. In exactly twelve

minutes—^at eleven o’clock—a light that

has burned for more than three years

will go out instantly. I brought you

here to see it go out.”

“You mean the moon?” Jay asked

facetiously.

“Something much more important.

Look about thirty degrees to the left

of the lane of moonlight. Look hard.

Do you see something?”

“I see nothing—wait. Yes, I do.

Or is it my imagination?”

“What do you see?”

“A faint yellowish glow just visible

above the horizon. But the moonlight

and ”

“It is not an illusion. That glow is

all you can see from here of the yellow

flames we saw that night' from the

bridge. For more than three years they

have been trying to extinguish those

flames. Scores of islands, dotted all

over this archipelago, have flamed like

that at night ever since my brother or-

dered the first fleet of the dust export

trade to sail. All of those islands will

suddenly cease to flame at eleven o’clock

to-night.”

ALTHOUGH there was no breeze

and the night was mild, a chill crept up

Jay’s legs and stole up his spine to the

roots of his hair.

“I suppose the flaming islands are

where they manufacture the dust?”

“Of course. And the ships of the

dust fleets take on their cargoes there,

too. Seven days from to-night the fleets

will sail with full cargoes for the United

States, Canada, and Russia for the next

dustings. Does that mean anything to

you ?”

“It might. How long does it take

to load the ships ?”

“Forty-eight hours.”

“That leaves five days. Forty-eight

hours seems rather speedy.”

“You have taught us efficiency,” she

reminded him. “The loading could be

completed in ten hours in an emergency.

All the work is done by machines.”

“I’ll grant that for the sake of the

argument. Then what ?”

“Indescribjdjle disaster. I am <Mily

quoting my friends on the scientific

staff.”

“Granting that, what can you or I

do about it?”

“You can do nothing.”

“Well, that’s easy, anyhow. You’re

not in a very cheerful mood to-night,

Nara.”

“You’re wrong. You can do nothing

to stop what you have started, but you

can still save your own life.”

“What have I started ? All the weeks

I have been here I haven’t done a sin-

gle, blessed thing.”

“You think you have not. As a plain

matter of fact you have solved the fun-

damental problem my brother brought

you here to solve. Didn’t I tell you that

one of the things they hoped you would

discover is the secret of controlling

those flames—the glow we saw from

the boat?”

“Sure. I remember all that. What
of it?”

“And didn’t you guess that the ‘fun-
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daniental discovery’ my brother and his

staff have been looking for ever since

the world dust monopoly started is just

this secret of learning how to control

the glow?”

“Suppose I had. What then?”

“Would it surprise you to learn that

you have discovered how to ccwitrol the

glow ?”

“Surprise me? It would knock me
silly.”

“You have.”

“Nara, you’re crazy. It must be the

moonlight. Come on, let’s go home.”

“Not till eleven o’clock. Do you still

see the glow? .Then keep watching it,

for this is the last time you will see it

on this earth.”

“All right. I’ll take a long last look

and imagine I’ve discovered how to turn

off the light—by Heaven! There it

goes.”

“Look at your watch.”

“Eleven, exactly.”

“Shall we go home?”

“Wait a minute. Sit down. You
may have staged all this. For all I

know they may shut down the dust fac-

tories every night at eleven. Then the

glow—whatever it is—would naturally

go off. You say I have found out what
your brother and his crowd have been

trying to get ever since they started the

dust business. Now I’m going to pin

you down. Tell me exactly what I have

found.”

“You have found 1287 on your own
scale.”

“Are you crazy? No such number
occurs anywhere in my w’ork—either in

the tabulated results of experiments or

in the theoretical calculations. And if

it did I should not know how to inter-

pret it”

“Really, Jay, you are slower than I

thought you were. The number 1287

does occur in your work—in the work

you have done since you boarded the

steamer to come here. Seventeen—Sam

—has been very industrious, has he

not?”

“If there were twenty-five hours in a

day, Sam would have put in twenty-

six.”

“You have given him parts of your

calculations to do?”

“I shoved practically all the mathe-

matical physics his way. To be quite

frank, most of it was beyond me. Of
course, I intend giving Sam full credit

when our- joint paper comes out. The
things that boy has cleaned up make me
look like a dishwasher in a hash house.

He’s a genius—except in spying.”

“That is where you are mistaken.

Seventeen is no common spy. His

genius is for spying out other men’s

subconscious ideas from the work they

can only half finish themselves. He
took the problems you gave him, and

solved them. Completely. Without

your ideas to start him, he could have

done nothing, perhaps. But you sowed
the seed and he picked the fruit. Sam
has robbed you in a way my brother

could never have done. He has made
the fundamental discovery my brother

was counting on you to make.”

“So I’ve been scooped? Well, that’s

interesting. I must l^e better than I

thought I was. And as for Sam, he

must be in line for a Nobel prize.”

“He is,” Nara said quietly. “My
friends on the scientific staff say he has

already been nominated by the commit-

tee—not for what he has just done, of

course, but for his work of five years

ago.”

“By the way, what is his real name?”

NARA told him.

Jay whistled. “The best man in his

line outside of Germany. Gosh, if I

had only known.”

“What would you have done?”

“For one thing I would have kept

my problems to myself. For another.
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I would have fired him on the spot when
I caught him looting my wastebasket.

There’s no use crying over it now. Next
time I’ll have more sense.”

"If there is a next time,” she sug-

gested softly. “Why not draw the ob-

vious conclusion now and make up your
mind to keep out of the biological labo-

ratories ?”

“Why should I?”

“Because you will probably come out

very tired—only half alive. Like your
friend on the porch this morning.”

“So they hope to get rid of me that

way? I thought you said your brother

would never stand for seeing me ex-

ecuted.”

“He won’t. But this has gone beyond
his control. They are afraid that you
yourself will discover what Seventeen

has found by following your work—not

immediately, perhaps, but in five or ten

years. Then you would be too danger-

ous to be at large. Although the war
will be over long before then, you might

show the Americans or the Canadians

or the Russians—or the handful left

alive—how to launch a counteroffensive.

Without my brother’s knowledge or con-

sent the elder statesmen will see to it that

you expose yourself to fatal danger that

you know nothing about. My scientific

friends tell me it will be quite easy.”

“Perhaps I am less ignorant than you

think I am. If I step into one of their

booby traps it will be my own fault.

With all these hints you have given me,

I shall deserve to get caught if I -do.”

“You are determined to go on, I see.

What will you do with the secret of

the dust if you do discover it?”

“Supposing that is what I am really

after, I imagine the logical thing to do

with it would be to use it in the obvious

way. Provided, of course, that your

brother is generous enough to pay for

my steamer ticket home.”

Nara laid her hand on his arm.

“You have told me exactly what I

want to know. If you succeed you will

give the secret to your country. By do-

ing so you will join the enemy. What
has tempted my brother’s people will

tempt yours.”

“Not necessarily. If America manu-
factures its own dust, that will be

enough. We have no great yen to hold

up the rest of the world—by cutthroat

OMnpetiticm or monopolies. But mind,

I am not admitting that I have the

slightest idea of how the dust is made.

I haven’t; and so far as I can see, I

am not likely to find out in any rea-

sonable time. So your fears about

America are a bit premature.”

“They are not. You will succeed.

And, unless you are forced into a rest

home, I believe you will find some way

of returning to America with your dis-

covery. If not, you are intelligent

enough to invent some scheme for get-

ting the secret to your government.

Then—^as sorely as human nature is

human nature—^the knowledge will be

misused. No—don’t try to argue; I

know. You have your science; I have

my experience in the United States and

every country of Europe.”

Jay laughed. “In that case, I should

think you would want me to join your

noble army of martyrs and rush right

into all the risks you say I must avoid.

I dwi’t get you, Nara.”

“Don’t you? I have told you I like

you. What sort of a friend would I

be if I did not warn you ?”

“You might even help me to escape?”

he quizzed. “I have no illusions about

my status on this island. Since the day

I landed I have been as much of a pris-

oner as any man in Sing Sing on a life

sentence. Would you help me to get

away?”
“I might.”

“On what condition ?”

“That you join our side.”

“If I do, what then?”

"You are to give me your word that
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you will make no use whatever of any-

thing you learn here for ten years. You
are not even to hint to any one that

you have discovered anything. Further,

if others try to find the secret of the

dust and consult you, you are to mislead

them as skillfully as you can—for ten

years.”

“In the meantime the dust monopoly
goes on. I value my life as highly cis

the next fellow, but ten years’ virtual

slavery for the rest of the world seems
a pretty steep price to pay for my own
ex,istence. Can’t you make it less?

Wouldn’t one year do? I might even

make it two.”

“NO. Ten or nothing.”

“Split the difference and make it

five.”

“Not a day less than ten years. I

hold all the trumps. You had better

agree.”

“I’ll be damned if I do.”

“Then you will have to get home by
yourself. You will escape eventually.

But not a moment before you have spent

ten years on this island.”

.

“It sounds to me, Nara, as if you
pack an iron fist in your velvet glove.

Aren’t you telling me that you—or your

brother, perhaps—^intend keeping me
here ten years unless I agree to your

terms ?”

“You might put it that way,” she ad-

mitted coolly.

“Straight from the shoulder, as usual.

All right. What makes you think I

would keep my word once I got safely

back to America?”

“What my scientific friends tell me.

They say if you do discover the secret

of the dust and what it really means

for the world, you will be glad enough

to agree to our very reasonable terms.

They believe you have normal intelli-

gence.”

“Even after what has happened be-

tween Sam and me? They’re a gen-

erous bunch.”

“Far more generous than you seem

to realize,” she said sharply. “Unless

they were decent human beings they

would offer you no terms at all. But

they are decent, and they happen to be-

lieve that those who would attempt to

teach the world common sense and com-

mon decency must show some sense and

decency themselves.”

“And they think they can teach the

rest of us not to make fools of our-

selves in ten years?”

“They will let the older people go,

and concentrate on the young. A tre-

mendous beginning has been made al-

ready. Ten years from now the chil-

dren in the grade schools will be mature

young citizens. They will be the ones

to decide wliat the world is to do with

the secret of the dust. Ten years is all

our side asks. With the start already

made, ten years will be ample.”

“It seems to me,” he objected, “that

you are counting rather too heavily on

your side winning. How do you know
the others won’t wipe you all out be-

fore you get fairly started?”

“We don’t know, but we must take

the risk. If we fail, we fail. Well,

the suspense cannot last much longer,

which is something to be thankful for.

We shall know, one way or the other,

a week from to-night, when the dust

fleet sails. It must be past midnight.

We had better be starting home, or my
brother will think we have eloped.”

“Not such a bad idea at that,” Jay re-

marked, helping her up. “However,

I’ve too much on my mind just at pres-

ent to get the most of out of an elope-

ment.”

“And I on mine.” She laughed.

To Be Concluded.
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